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CHAPTER 1
REALISM, CHARACTERIZATION, AND THE EVERYMAN
When I consider realism, I often think of it as opposed to the grotesque. When
describing her story “A Good Man Is Hard to Find” at a guest lecture, Flannery
O’Connor said, “This story has been called grotesque, but I prefer to call it literal. A good
story is literal in the same sense that a child’s drawing is literal. When a child draws, he
doesn’t intend to distort but to set down exactly what he sees, and as his gaze is direct, he
sees lines that create motion” (113). Thus, O’Connor acknowledges and embraces any
distortions of reality when a writer seeks to express a story or poem, as if the grotesque in
some way exists in all works of art. Realism, however, attempts to remove that distortion
and present as accurate a representation of reality as possible, trying to remove or correct
any distortions to the text caused by the author’s limitations. M. H. Abrams and Geoffrey
Galt Harpham state that “realistic fiction is written to give the effect that represents life
and the social world as it seems to the common reader, evoking the sense that its
characters might in fact exist, and that such things might well happen” (269). This focus
in realism affords writers the opportunity to craft plots and characters which appear to
extend beyond the text they are contained within because they seem to enter the world of
the reader, or rather, they appear to already be a part of that world. It is this effect which I
have attempted to achieve in the writing of this thesis.
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While many short stories have influenced my use of realism for this thesis,
“Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?” by Joyce Carol Oates, “Hills Like
White Elephants” by Ernest Hemingway, and “Speaking of Courage” by Tim O’Brien
have been particularly influential. In some ways, these three stories could not be more
different, not only in authorial style but in content: Oates chronicles the seduction of
fifteen-year-old Connie by serial killer Arnold Friend, Hemingway briefly describes the
American and Jig’s complex discussion about whether or not she should have an
abortion, and O’Brien describes Norman Bowker’s struggles with adapting to civilian life
following the Vietnam War. However, each author uses realism to create characters
which are organically loaded with meaning and yet are everymen, achieving a balance
between the specific and the universal.
Whenever I have contemplated how to make a particular character more vivid or
compelling, Oates’s crafting of Arnold Friend has been one of the first examples to come
to my mind. Arnold Friend has been one of recent fiction’s more haunting villains, not
merely because of his deviancy but also his universal appeal. Despite being published in
the late 1960s, “Where Are You Going” is still widely taught in college English courses
and widely anthologized. Part of his haunting nature can be attributed to his basis in
reality. Critic Tom Quirk argues that Oates clearly modeled Friend on “Charles Howard
Schmid” or “the ‘Pied Piper of Tucson’” (414). In fact, “[t]he parallels in ‘Where Are
You Going” to the reports of the Schmid case are too clear-cut to have been accidental,”
including the similar ages of Connie and Alleen Rowe, one of Schmid’s victims, the gold
color of his car, and his “muscular” physique (414-15). While some of the particular
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details of the cases, like the number and gender of Schmid’s accomplices, differ from
Oates’s story, the similarity in Schmid and Friend’s mannerisms is fairly convincing.
Despite this basis in reality, Arnold Friend appears to be more of a surreal than
real character. At several points in the story, he exhibits some very peculiar physical
characteristics, and he appears to have “satanic knowledge of [Connie’s] family’s doings”
(Quirk 417). However, as Quirk points out, “those very details which, by their
peculiarity, tend to mark Arnold Friend as an inhuman, perhaps superhuman avatar of
undiluted evil are derivative rather than invented” (414). His “shaggy, shabby black hair
that looked crazy as a wig” (Oates 68), which some claim covers his devil’s horns, and
his “boots … stuffed with something” (74), which some claim hide his hooves, resemble
Schmid’s hair which “he dyed … raven black” and habit of “stuff[ing] rags and folded tin
cans into his black leather boots to appear a few inches taller” (Quirk 414). A. R.
Coulthard in his argument for “Where Are You Going” to be treated like “Pure Realism”
claims that “[Friend] knows nothing about Connie that he could not have observed,
learned by asking around, or guessed” (508). The location of the barbeque, what her
sister was wearing, and what the family are doing at the barbeque are all things which
Friend could have seen or heard by just driving around town or hanging around her house
(508-9). Even some of this information is wrong: Friend does not know that the “old
woman down the road, the one with the chickens” is dead (Oates 75, Quirk 508).
Coulthard claims that “[a]bsolutely nothing occurs [in the story] that can’t be explained
in purely literal terms or that isn’t best explained so” (508).
In direct opposition to Coulthard, D. F. Hurley argues that the story and thus
Friend is a “dream vision or nightmare fiction” and that Connie dreamed her entire
3

meeting with Friend, explaining Connie’s odd state at the close of the story (374). He
does, however, concede that it could be considered a form of “impure realism” instead of
“pure realism” (374). Coulthard, however, claims that this “dream-like state” is simply
“Connie’s psychological reaction to her impending death” and that “[a]llegorizing [the
end of the story] into a mere bad dream not only strains the text but takes the edge off the
genuine horror of Connie’s fate” and could potentially defeat the significance of the story
by making it dismissible as “just a dream” (508). Although the story could be seen
symbolically as a “dream vision,” the importance of the moment seems to be diminished
to a certain extent if Arnold Friend did not actually show up at the house. Additionally, it
would seem an odd departure for story so clearly based in fact to make Friend into an
element of Connie’s subconscious. Thus, Friend, though loaded with meaning, is a very
real character who is a part of “life and the social world as it seems to the common
reader” (Abrams and Harpham 269).
Part of what makes Friend appear to be supernatural is the way he is able to be so
unusual yet never leave reality. Friend, like the idea of the story as a dream, cannot be a
surreal character, or he would be dismissible and the actual plot of the story would be
deconstructed by its symbolic subtext. This effect of reality is achieved by the way that
Friend slowly changes throughout the story and his true nature slowly becomes clearer to
the reader and Connie at the same time. When Connie first sees Arnold Friend, he is
described as “a boy with shaggy black hair, in a convertible jalopy painted gold” (67). As
she walks past him, he tells her, “Gonna get you, baby” (67). Though the reader knows
when he or she rereads the story that this declaration is a moment of foreboding, Connie
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at this moment does not. She sees this as a continuation of the attention she is getting on
this particular night, ignoring the phrase as a form of flattery.
When Friend’s true nature becomes clearer after he shows up at Connie’s house,
Oates figuratively zooms in on Friend and begins to qualify the details that she already
mentioned or add details which Connie did not initially observe. Like the night when she
first sees him, one of the first things she notices about him is his hair: “shaggy, shabby
black hair that looked crazy as a wig” (68). The phrase “crazy as a wig” allows for the
reader to get a sense of his nefarious intentions. The detail “shaggy black hair” is not
replaced by “crazy as a wig,” but it is augmented by it. Rather than saying that he looked
like he was wearing a wig, Oates allows for the reader and Connie to register the detail
almost subconsciously. His hair may be a wig, or his hair might be real just styled to look
a certain way. Either way, it does not matter because the idea of a façade or falseness has
been planted in the reader’s mind. The reader’s and Connie’s mistrust of Friend increases
when Connie notices that “he [speaks] in a fast bright monotone” (69). It would have
been enough for Oates to say that he spoke in a “monotone,” but to characterize it as
“fast” and “bright” registers, again, with the reader that something is wrong. The reader
may not even know what a “fast bright monotone” sounds like since the idea seems
contradictory. A monotone is usually low and droning, not bright and not often fast.
There is something contradictory about Friend, and, more importantly, this impression is
not fleeting but growing.
As Connie hears and the reader reads him speaking, Oates provides more clues
that there is something off about him. His overuse of slang and contractions feels false,
especially when juxtaposed with the way Connie speaks. While the “Gonna” that Connie
5

hears does not register at first as an oddity, especially because it is such a common
abbreviation, his slang becomes clearly intentional. Six out of the first seven things he
says to Connie have some form of grammatically incorrect slang: “Gonna,” “ain’t,”
“Toldja,” “wanta,” “Don’tcha,” and “Don’tcha” (67-69). He repeats the “’tcha” suffix
several times throughout the early portion of their conversation, especially during
moments when he is trying to gain her trust, such as when he asks her, “Don’tcha wanta
see what’s on the car? Don’tcha wanta go for a ride?” (69) This slang would not be so
odd, except that Connie does not use words like this, and, as the conversation progresses,
he begins to drop the slang. The slang reappears pages later when she asks him “how old”
he is and he says, “That’s a crazy thing to ask. Can’tcha see I’m your own age?” (71)
While the falseness of his speech pattern is confirmed when he claims he is Connie’s
“own age,” the seeds of this realization are planted by the frequency and odd construction
of these words. Because the words are written out in a strange format, they catch the eye
on the page. They do not look like normal words, and, even if the reader is not aware of
it, he or she notices that Friend uses these words often and that makes them seem forced
or fake, just like his hair and the tone of his voice. Even though these words are clearly
fake, they are not outlandish enough to extend beyond the “real” or common experience
of the reader.
Oates continues to build on these details about his speech through a description of
Friend’s car. Through what is written on the car, Oates slowly reveals that Friend has
planned his abduction of Connie and is most likely a serial killer/rapist. The first thing
that Connie and the reader know about the car is its color: “gold.” Oates did take this
description from actual fact, which may seem to give this detail less significant, yet she,
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like all writers, has crafted this story and chosen what to include, so this detail is
intentionally placed in the story by Oates, regardless of its factuality. At first, this color
may seem to be merely descriptive, but it also affirms the façade that he is attempting to
project. The gold paint suggests wealth or value. The car could be seen as just an object, a
part of the scenery or just Friend’s transportation, and not as crucial to the story as Friend
himself. However, Oates uses the detail of the car’s color and the words and numbers
written on the outside to expose more of Friend’s false persona. Oates even allows for an
explicit connection to be drawn between him and the car by choosing to have his name
written on it. On his car, he has painted “ARNOLD FRIEND … in tar-like black letters
on the side, with a drawing of a round grinning face that reminded Connie of a pumpkin,
except it wore sunglasses” (69). The reader and Connie learn his name from his vehicle;
he does not volunteer his name until Connie asks about the car, and he reads his name
aloud off of its side. The name on the car acts as yet another in the string of odd details
about him and also makes him seem false.
Friend, like many of the young males he attempts to emulate, associates himself
with the car just as much as Oates does, but for different reasons. Friend wants a car
which could be considered “cool” to make him also seem “cool.” The “tar-like black
letters” and jack-o-lantern-like face also show his false persona by associating him with
Halloween, a holiday known for masks and tricks. Oates even uses his name to act as a
signal for who he is. He calls himself “Friend” to make himself seem friendlier, though
this, like his use of slang, actually backfires and reveals how hard he is trying to appear
friendly. Perhaps one of the strangest details about him, since there is no indication in the
text as to what they mean, are the numbers on the side of his car, “33, 19, 17” (69).
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Friend calls them a “secret code,” and as far as Connie is concerned, they are. The
numbers “19” and “17” refer to Judges 19:17, the passage from which the title was
derived. Even though for Oates these numbers refer to a passage from the Bible, it is not
likely that they would do the same for Friend. If they did refer to the passage, that could
mean that he is aware of being in a story. Judging from the lack of metafiction in the rest
of the text, a single metafictional moment like this would disjoint with the rest of the
story. C. Harold Hurley proposes that these numbers were chosen by Friend for a sexual
reason (65). Hurley points out that “[t]he simple sum of the numbers 33, 19, and 17
equals 69, a common sexual expression” and that this interpretation of “the secret code is
consistent with the other slang expressions on Arnold’s car, with his expressed interest in
being Connie’s lover, and with several of Arnold other sexually laden statements” (65).
Even if the reader does not comprehend this about the numbers, the “secret code” still
comes across that Friend is hiding something. They are “cards” which he never shows
nor explains and which Oates never explains either. Though the numbers are mysterious,
they do not clash with the realism of his character or extend into surrealism since he is
obviously trying to pretend to be something he is not. Friend’s greatest strength as a
character comes from his connection to the “common reality.”
Among the many stories that are classified as realism and written within the
“common reality,” Ernest Hemingway’s “Hills Like White Elephants” stands out as
iconic. His characteristic minimalist style in this story gives the story a similar connection
to reality because of how it immerses the reader within the text of the story. His
minimalist style in writing the characters of the American and Jig is one in which I often
tend to write, and thus I take substantial inspiration from his fiction, especially this story.
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Hemingway achieves a great deal with very little in this story, and much of what
he achieves results from the reader’s necessary engagement with the text. By reducing the
details in the story down to the bare minimum and removing much of his own distortion
of reality from the narrative voice, Hemingway is inviting the reader to enter into the
story, a technique, when pared with his realist style, which allows the reader to become a
“fly on the wall” in the train station with the American and Jig. Kenneth G. Johnston
claims that “the reader can see, clearly and deeply, in the shadows if he submits to the
discipline of close reading and fleshes out the implications of this lean story” (233). By
becoming a participant in the story, the reader sees the two main characters without
prescribed judgment and is compelled to investigate and understand them as if they were
individuals existing in reality. Jig and the American seem less like characters and more
like people.
Because Jig and the American seem like actual people, many critics have written
scholarship devoted to interpreting what becomes of Jig and her unborn child. Nilofer
Hashmi summarizes the “[t]hree different scenarios” which critics “have been seriously
considered: the girl will have the abortion (albeit reluctantly) and stay with the man; the
girl will have the abortion and leave the man; or, the girl will not have the abortion,
having won the man over to her point of view” (72). Hashmi argues for a “fourth
outcome” to Jig and the American’s discussion about the abortion: “the girl will indeed
have the abortion, expecting in this way to stay on with the man, but after the operation
has been performed, he will abandon her” (72). The mode of describing the four potential
interpretations of the end of the story resembles a conversation which might be had by
people observing such an event, each proposing what he or she thinks the outcome of the
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conversation will be based on physical and verbal cues but never receiving definite
confirmation because no one follows the couple to observe what they do next. Even
critics are drawn into the educated speculation which we commonly perform whenever
we overhear parts of conversations which are heated or someone making a scene in a
public place. This mode of engagement arises out of Hemingway’s use of sparse details
which make the characters compelling because they are loaded with meaning and
universal because they are purposefully ambiguous.
Hemingway establishes the American and Jig’s relationship as problematic early
in the opening through minor yet telling details. In the first paragraph, Hemingway
describes the physical scenery and subtly presents some of the foundational information
that the reader needs to understand who Jig and the American are. Before the reader
meets the American and Jig, he or she sees the train “station … between two lines of
rails” (426). While not a literal crossroads, the reader is informed by this detail that the
character(s) in the story are in a state of transition. They are caught in a liminal space
between two opposing options. They can either travel one way or the other, but they
cannot stay where they are, and some sort of decision will be reached by the end of the
story. Furthermore, this liminal space is not a comfortable one because “[o]n this side [of
the valley] there [is] no shade and no trees” and even what little shade there is from the
station itself is described as “warm shadow” (426). In this same “shade,” “[t]he American
and the girl with him,” the two main characters, sit (426). The words used to describe the
two main characters reveal a great deal about their relationship. They appear to be a
couple since she is “the girl with him” and not just “the girl.” Additionally, “the
American” is an ex-pat or on vacation and either way is traveling. Because Jig is
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described as “the girl,” she is younger than the American and probably dependent on him.
The last bit of information Hemingway gives the reader about the couple’s situation is
that “the express from Barcelona would come in forty minutes. It stop[s] at this junction
for two minutes and [goes] on to Madrid” (426). The couple is not only under pressure to
make a decision, they have a time limit and are given very little room to second-guess
themselves. None of these details are remotely strange or beyond the scope of realism,
yet Hemingway crafts the basic framework of their situation, establishing the primary
conflict of the story and some of the basic stakes for them.
Because the American and Jig are a couple on the verge of a decision, the reader
learns a great deal about them from their reactions to each other through their dialogue.
After ordering beer, Jig makes the comment that the hills “look like white elephants”
(426). Up until this point, the hills have been described twice, and they are either
described as “long and white” or simply “white” and bear no obvious resemblance to
elephants (426). Thus, this observation reveals how Jig is distorting the appearance or
association of the elephants because of something she is thinking about. A white elephant
“is anything rare, expensive, and difficult to keep; any burdensome possession; an object
no longer esteemed by its owner though not without value to others” and “a rare palegray variety of Asian elephant held sacred by the Burmese and Siamese” (Johnston 235).
Jig is contemplating something which is both a burden and yet precious. The American
responds to this loaded statement by dismissing it and saying “I’ve never seen one [a
white elephant]” (426). Jig’s response to this dismissal reveals not only her feelings about
the “white elephant” but also what she perceives as the American’s:
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“No, you wouldn’t have.”
“I might have,” the man said. “Just because you say I wouldn’t doesn’t
prove anything.”
The girl looked at the bead curtain. “They’ve painted something on
it,” she said. “What does it say?” (426-27)
She not only doubts that he understands what she is thinking but he would not have ever
seen something of value that took work. The American and the girl, but especially the
American, have likely have a pleasure filled lifestyle where they live conveniently and
never have to work for anything. When the American argues that he might have seen
something of value, that she does not know everything, she refuses to respond directly to
him, changing the subject to the bead curtain. What also becomes gradually clear through
this exchange is that neither character wants to talk openly about the issue at hand, and
the reason for this is twofold. The first being that they have not resolved the issue
between them, and the second is that they are arguing about an abortion in Spain, a
Catholic country, where abortion is illegal.
As the story continues, the conflict unfolds between Jig and the American when
they openly discuss the operation, and both of them use psychological techniques to
convince the other to agree his or her side. The American tries to convince Jig to have the
abortion, referring to it often as “awfully simple” (427) and “perfectly simple” (428-29).
This motif in his speech shows that the American is trying to reduce her complex feelings
about settling down and having a family with him to “an awfully simple operation” (427).
Jig eventually agrees to the abortion, but not without stating, “Then I’ll do it. Because I
don’t care about me” (428). Whether she truly believes this or not is unclear. But, by
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stating this, she is testing to see if he cares enough about her to let her become his wife
and to raise a family with her, even if he does not care about the unborn child. While he
claims, “I don’t want you to do it if you feel that way” (427) he eventually exposes his
feelings when he says, “But I don’t want anybody but you” (428). He may care about her,
but he is not interested in having the baby no matter what else he claims, and thus is not
truly open to discussion and tries to force her to accept what he wants without
consideration of her own desires.
After stating that she does not care about herself, Jig looks at the green side of the
valley in a similar moment to when she looked at the barren white hills as she thought
about losing the baby. In this scene, Hemingway again uses the scenery to show what Jig
is thinking about when she leaves the table and the American sitting at it to look at the
opposite side of the valley. Contrary to the barren side, “on the other side” there are
“fields of grain and trees along the banks of the Ebro” (428). Instead of a “brown and
dry” landscape, she sees a fertile landscape filled with vegetation (426). Where before
she was considering the possibility of losing the baby, at this moment she is considering
how their lives would be different if they settled down. She no longer sees the white hills
“through the trees” (427) but she sees “the river through the trees” (428). She does not
think about the death of the baby but about the potential of life, associating the child with
the life of the river and not the death of the hills. After looking at fertile side of the
valley, she turns to him and says, “And we could have all this …. And we could have
everything and every day we make it more impossible” (428). She sees the baby as life,
and their nomadic lifestyle as death. The American, however, believes that once the baby
is gone they “can have everything” (428). Ultimately, it is unclear whether or not Jig or
13

the American wins the argument, but what is clear is what they each think about the baby
and each other.
Throughout this story the topic of their conversation would have been shocking to
readers on its initial publication (and still shocks readers today), the tone and details are
realist in nature, which makes the conversation more shocking. If the story were
fantastical or surreal in some way, it is possible that Jig and the American, like Arnold
Friend, could have been dismissed as exceptional. Because they appear to be such
common people, the reality of their situation allows for them to achieve a sense of
universality, as if they embody other conversations about getting an abortion or, even
more generally, other common disagreements within intimate relationships.
While Tim O’Brien is not often discussed for his realism, I admire the way he
constructed his short story collection The Things They Carry and particularly the way he
juxtaposed his grotesque and surreal war stories with his realistic home-front stories. Of
his home-front stories, “Speaking of Courage” employs a similar quiet realism to my own
stories, and I have found it to be a useful example of how to allow the realism of home
life to contrast with the surrealism of war as is typified in “Sweetheart of the Song Tra
Bong.”
In “The Sweetheart of the Song Tra Bong,” O’Brien challenges the notion of
realism and factual representation in war stories through Rat Kiley’s storytelling. Rat is
known for “rev[ving] up the facts” whenever he tells a story and many of his platoon
“discount sixty to seventy percent of anything he [has] to say” (101). Rat wants the other
men in his platoon to know exactly what he knows, so he commonly:
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wanted to heat up the truth, to make it burn so hot that you would feel
exactly what he felt. For Rat Kiley … facts were formed by sensation, not
the other way around, and when you listened to one of his stories, you’d
find yourself performing rapid calculations in your head, subtracting
superlatives, figuring the square root of an absolute and then multiplying
by maybe. (101)
In this grotesque way, the surrealism of “Sweetheart” works to give the reader a closer
sensation of what it was like by distorting the reality of the text. This distortion is clearest
in the progression of Mary Anne Bell from “the company sweetheart” to “becom[ing]
part of the jungle” (Schramer 140). Rat describes this change as “the effect of a powerful
drug” (123) and says that “[s]he wanted more, she wanted to penetrate deeper into the
mystery of herself, and after a time the wanting became needing, which turned then to
craving” (124). This distortion of Mary Anne from a girl wearing “[w]hite culottes and
this sexy pink sweater” (102) to a girl wearing the same sweater and culottes and “a
necklace of human tongues” (120) signifies “the ethical confusion of the war in Vietnam”
(11). O’Brien is able to do this partly because “‘Sweetheart of the Song Tra Bong’
reverses the common mythology of the American war story” (Schramer 140) and
“demolishes the masculine mystique of the violence of war as the litmus test for
manhood” by bringing the “girl at home” to the war (Wesley 11). By using the grotesque
perspective Rat espouses, O’Brien is able to demonstrate the chaotic nature of war.
In contrast to Rat’s grotesque perspective, “Speaking of Courage” describes in a
realist style Norman Bowker’s struggle to readjust to civilian life after the war. One of
the first details used to describe the lake area where Norman spends his time during the
15

entirety of this story is the length of the “loop around the lake”: seven miles (157). While
not the most revealing detail, it does reveal that Norman has been driving around the lake
frequently and that he is aware that he is doing it. If Norman was unaware of his driving,
he would be unable to count the miles, but because he knows he is driving “around and
around,” he is aware of the distance he is driving and even the approximate amount of
time it takes to make the loop (158-59). As Norman drives around the lake, he sees
several people and a pair of mud hens who represent his failure to connect back with the
world around him and his haunting memories about the war. The “two young boys” he
passes repeatedly are carrying “knapsacks and toy rifles and canteens” (159). Young boys
playing soldier is not unusual, especially for a summer day when they could run around
outside. However, these boys continue to reappear throughout the story as he tries to
imagine that he will ever talk to someone about the war. Though he does not regard them
other than to honk at them when he passes them the sixth time, these young boys follow
him throughout the day and demonstrate his hope for an innocence in soldiering that he
has lost, especially after “he’d almost won the Silver Star for valor” (160). The two boys
are hiking around the lake, making the same circuit as him as if they are chasing him or
attempting to intercept him somehow but never will. However, though they will never
catch him, they continue to walk around the lake with no perceptible aim except to walk,
just like his aim to drive. No matter where he goes on his circuit, they will eventually
catch up with them. He cannot be one with them because he is too old to play soldier or
be a young boy, so he must continue to drive around the lake. They are common and
domestic, but they remind him of what he was before the war and before he let go of
Kiowa. The other people, “the man in the stalled motorboat” and “the woman in the pedal
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pushers” and the mud hens he sees are just as common, which is their entire function in
the narrative (166). As he tracks them throughout his day, they remind him of the
activities, the life he is circling as he circles the lake. These images work against the
horror of the “shit field” as he tries to find someone to tell. When he sees “four workmen
…. dressed alike in khaki trousers, work shirts, visored caps, and brown boots,” four men
clothed in common details, he quietly asks, without the possibility of them hearing,
“Want to hear about the Silver Star I almost won?” (163) They are involved in another
form of domesticated warfare in shooting off fireworks, and he cannot be a part of them
any more than he could go hiking with the boys or watch television with his father. Those
activities are too common, too part of the realism narrative for him to be able to include
his grotesque narrative with theirs.
Even when Norman is given a chance to include his grotesque narrative with the
realism narrative, he cannot do it. When he goes to “the A&W,” a place evocative of a
nostalgic, domestic past, and is confronted by the somewhat surreal voice on the
intercom, he cannot tell the voice what he wants to tell everyone. The voice he hears uses
a strange collection of diner jargor when it speaks to Norman, calling a root beer a
“rootie-tootie” and finishing an order recitation with “[f]ire for effect” (170). It is as if
this voice is a vet who decided to work at the A&W and found a way to reintegrate with
the realism narrative again, despite his continuing surreal language. This individual
would have perhaps been able to help Norman cope with his haunting memory, at least
giving him an open ear to speak to. Although he never actually tells anyone his story, he
does immerse himself in the common when the fireworks show begins and he “wade[s]
into the lake” (173). Despite this moment of hope for Norman, his failure to cope comes
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to a head in the following story “Notes” in which O’Brien informs the reader that “he
hanged himself” (181).
Norman’s conflict with the realism of the narrative makes his struggle extend
beyond the story and into the lives of every Vietnam vet. Rather than returning to a
surreal or grotesque world at home, by returning to a world built in realism, his struggle
is not outside of the common reality but instead extends itself into reality because it
captures a common experience. Juxtaposed with the surreality of Rat Kiley’s story, the
full effect of this common experience of postwar guilt is easy for the reader to understand
because how difficult it is to understand the previous story because of its rejection of the
“common reality.”
When writing my own stories, capturing the details of the “common reality” was
particularly challenging because realist language, without as much authorial distortion,
can sometimes become ambiguous or plain. We are taught early in creative writing
classes to use details and images as grounding for the audience or as candy for the
reader’s eye to grab onto. Without details and clear images, the reader can become lost in
the text and confused about what is happening or lose interest all together. Like it or not,
we are sensory creatures and without sensory details we cannot fully grasp what is
happening in the story. Yet, this was exactly what I struggled with the most as I wrote
these stories. I sometimes found it difficult to ground the reader in the text and allow him
or her to see the characters as they really are. For example, in “December 1936” Margie
describes having to sell one of the family cows. One of the early drafts of this passage
read “They only had one cow now. Last year they had owned two cows and three the year
before that. Papa had butchered the first cow before Margie had a chance to name it. He
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had sold Brown Eyes to someone last August. Now they just had Sarah.” When
confronted about this passage, the general comment was “who is ‘someone’?” While the
passage seems specific and clear enough and does not detract from any of the characters
in the story, the ambiguity of the single detail breaks what John Gardner calls “the dream
… vivid and continuous” in fiction (31). The reader is removed from the text and not
permitted to see into Margie’s world. That door is closed. The suggestion for revision
was to open that door and allow for the reader to see, even if not precisely, who that
someone was. The revision reads, “He had sold Brown Eyes last August to their neighbor
on the north side of the farm. Now they just had Sarah.” While a small change, as I
revised and continued to write, I began to see that these small doorways into the text were
what I was weakest in writing. I began to look for opportunities to open these closed
doors in the text and allow the realist voice I was using to give the characters the natural
depth which Oates, Hemingway, and O’Brien were able to achieve in each of their
respective stories and which I knew my characters were capable of.
This process of using loaded details to expand the text employed by Oates,
Hemingway, and O’Brien has allowed for them to create vivid and natural characters who
are both everymen and specific characters in their own right. Without the careful
maintenance of the realist voice, these characters could easily have slipped into a literary
exceptionalism, dismissible because the details used to describe them contrast with the
“common reality” and their conflicts are brought about by improbable or unlikely
situations. While effective and realistic grotesque and surreal fiction can be written with
vivid characters, the particular resonance of a character in a realistic situation affords a
writer a distinct tool for creating characters which the reader will find compelling. I hope
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that by following the lead of these three authors and their three particular stories I have
achieved in this thesis a similar though distinct resonance in my characters and that they
will be able to “come alive” as they are read.
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CHAPTER 2
THE ABSENCE
The Calm Before
Harold Hus shifts down to get more traction.
May 13th has come and Harold is planting his last forty acres. The rain will be
here this evening; the weatherman said so last night. About an inch and a half. A rain like
that would push planting back a week, and he couldn’t plant after the 15th and get a full
crop. Forty acres is almost a tenth of his corn. He can’t afford to lose it.
He’d started late this year. Not very late, but late enough. The tractor had died on
him on the third day of plowing. Turn the key, wouldn’t start. Checked the battery, gas,
checked the lines. He worked on it for four days before he finally found it. Problem with
the ignition itself. Margie told him not to be worried: Karl would give him credit. Harold
didn’t want credit, but he had to bend. Tom just finished his sophomore year.
Harold chews on a toothpick. He keeps a box of them in the pocket of his green,
blue, and white plaid shirt, rolled up at the sleeves; Margie says they are his only vice.
The engine rumbles as he slowly but steadily progresses around the wide arch of the
northeast corner. The sun glints through the scuffed glass of the cab. The day is still cool
even though it’s mid-morning, so Harold has the window open. Right now, there’s no
breeze, but he knows it’s coming.
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He adjusts his blue and white, flat-brimmed hat with Chevron printed on its wide
front. His blond hair underneath was combed and parted this morning but is growing
damp with sweat. His reddish tan face is clean-shaven and gathers the dust that wafts in
through the window. His broad shoulders hunch slightly as he holds the wheel with both
hands. He sighs. He carefully watches the rows. Four rows, thirty inches apart. He isn’t
sure if he’s going to finish in time.
***
Margie is washing the dishes in the sink. Her face and arms and neck have seen
the sun but are still fair. She is wearing her blonde hair up, to keep it out of the way while
she works. The dress she wears has faded over many years to a powdery blue on the
clotheslines. She hopes Harold remembers to eat. She packed him a couple of sandwiches
and a thermos of coffee at 6 this morning, since he needed to start early to beat the rain.
He said that he didn’t know if he’d have time for any of that, as he laced up his boots.
She said he better, or he’d probably get sleepy up on that tractor. He grabbed her hand
and squeezed it. Their eyes were down.
He walked through the door.
Margie has already collected the eggs, milked the cows, worked on her guidebook
to raising Andalusian show-chickens, and mopped the kitchen since then. She is almost
done with the dishes when she sees a car coming down the gravel road in front of their
house. Harold solicited the county every year for them to pave it, but they said as long as
there is only one family on the road it won’t get done. “Then what am I paying my taxes
for?” asked Harold. Tom said the way they say it; it’s like telling us we’re not important.
Margie told him she knew that’s not what they meant: the government has a budget to
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keep, same as anyone. Margie shakes her head rinses off the last dish. The car is a green
Plymouth and looks exactly like Charlie’s car. Margie drops the last dish down in the
sink and runs for the door. Charlie. Charlie, Charlie. She opens the front door and steps
out onto the front porch, shielding her eyes as she tries to see the driver. She can’t tell
what he looks like through the glare on the windshield, but she doesn’t see anyone else in
the car with him. The windows are rolled down and his arm hangs out of the far side of
the car.
“Please, God, please,” she prays.
The car does not slow down for their short driveway. She slowly lowers her hand
as the car passes. The dust from the gravel floats, dispersing back over the road.
Margie walks back inside, softly opening the screen door and letting it slap shut
behind her. The wind chimes barely tinkle.
Margie passes through the den on her way back to the kitchen. Charlie’s
photograph, a senior photo of him in a tuxedo, sits on the mantel next to Thomas’s
picture. Margie glances at it as she walks by. Charlie was such an athletic boy. He was
always longer and leaner than Tom, built like his uncle, her brother. Charlie could run
too, faster and farther than his brother could, which always frustrated Tom whenever they
fought. Charlie would run across the yard and down the road, overalls and dust. Tom
threw rocks after him. Sometimes, they were so unkind to each other when they were
little. Harold had to start belting both of them whenever there was a fight, regardless of
how it started, to get them to settle. They did, eventually. Charlie’s running was part of
what made him think he could do well in the army. It was part of why he signed up
instead of waiting to be drafted. Margie walks back into the kitchen and rewashes the last
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plate. Her eyes are red. She sets the plate down on the counter. She sniffs once and looks
at the letter on the table with Charlie Hus in the return address. It has been too many
months since he last wrote.
She wipes her face with a handkerchief she keeps in her pocket. She blows her
nose.
“Where are you?”
***
The sun heats the cab of the tractor. Harold’s sleeves are already rolled up. He ate
one of the sandwiches during the last stretch of straight rows. More than half of the last
forty acres is done, but he is still not sure this will be enough. They’re stretched as it is.
The clouds are creeping in over the horizon. Thunderheads, miles away but easy to see
over the flat cornfields and pasturelands. Not gonna be a bad one, no tornado, but will
still get the ground too wet to drive on with a tractor. Harold throws his toothpick out of
the window, pulling the box out of his shirt pocket. The box is new and full. He shakes
one out through a narrow slit he makes by opening it part way. He slides the box back in
his pocket, placing the new toothpick in his mouth. He glances at the fuel gauge. Good.
Checks the Cyclo over his shoulder. Good.
The Cyclo had been Tom’s suggestion. It is a newer type of planter. Uses air
injectors. They are going to be paying it off for a while, but when Tom finishes his ag
degree up at the U of Minnesota they are going to rent more acreage and go in together
on it. Tom didn’t have any money to get a farm but this would allow him to start his own
and maybe slowly buy his own land. It would also allow him to pay them back for
college loans. Not that Tom isn’t trying to do that. He’s worked at a diner, in the library
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at the university, even tried driving a taxi, but it still is not enough to cover everything.
He and Tom sat down in the local restaurant, Groundhog’s, before he’d gone off to
college and planned it out after they’d gotten the notice from the University that they
couldn’t offer Tom any scholarships.
“Well, we did our best with it. Lars is looking to retire in a couple, and I know
he’ll rent to us when he does. We’ll just have to hold out until you finish.”
The waitress set the white coffee cups down on the table and filled them.
“Art told me that the other day at the field. Planning on being done as soon as
Art’s done with Tech and gotten a job down at Larry’s Autoshop.”
Harold leaned back in his chair, picking his toothpick up off the saucer of the
coffee cup.
“I still don’t know why you’re so dead-set on being a Gopher.”
“Oh, c’mon now. I know people up there. Besides, that’s where Uncle Dale got
his teaching degree.”
“I still don’t see why you gotta go all the way up there,” Harold said.
“I can’t tell you exactly why, but I just don’t want to go to Iowa. I’m not trying to
make this harder than it has to be. I just think I’d learn more up there. Iowa’s not a bad
place, but I need to get out for a little while. That’s what Charlie did.”
“That’s not what your brother did. He signed up to serve, not to travel.”
“Well, you know, I can’t be as good as he is.”
Harold leaned forward.
“Your mom and I don’t expect you to be like Charlie.”
The waitress set the food down on the table.
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“Thanks, Cathy,” Harold said.
“Then, why’re you trying so hard to convince me to stay?”
“Cause it’s the Gophers,” said Harold, “and your mom is gonna take you both
being far away pretty hard.”
“Oh.”
“Anyway,” Harold said, “just make sure you don’t bring any of those maroon and
gold sweaters home with ya.”
Tom calls Margie once a week when he’s in Minnesota.
The tractor rumbles along.
He adjusts his hat, his hair soaked in sweat, shifting up as he comes to a slightly
downhill spot. The loans on the Cyclo are due around harvest time, and the price of corn
has gone down a little this year. They would get by on only 410 of the 450 acres worth of
crop, no question, but that last forty could help make the difference between paying now
and making Tom and Charlie pay for it. Harold is not tired, but the sun is wearing on
him. Harold checks his watch. Eleven.
He and Charlie hadn’t made plans before he’d left. Harold had just thought that
military life meant moving too much to make plans. And, though he hadn’t told Margie,
he always thought of soldiers as dead men, thought of Charlie as a dead man. You think
of them any other way, and you don’t understand what they do. They’ve given it all up,
even if they don’t die.
He shifts back down again. Charlie had gone to Vietnam, young and nervous. He
hadn’t been prepared for it. Harold had faith he’d do all right. The letters continued
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through the war; Margie replying as quickly as she could. Sometimes writing him a letter
about normal daily life, about nothing exceptional.
“He needs home right now,” she said.
Harold wrote a few notes. They were short and simple. He knew they weren’t
long or good enough, but he wouldn’t let himself not mail them. Tom had written letters
while he was at home, graduating and going off to Minnesota while Charlie was still over
there. He said he still wrote.
When the war started to end and soldiers began to come home, Harold hadn’t
been sure what to think of it.
“It seems wrong,” he said.
Margie had a sad smile.
“I know, Harry, but I still want to see him.”
The letters stopped coming. No phone calls from the airport, no notice of crashed
planes or sunken ships. No officer at the door with an envelope. Harold had tried for two
months, contacting men in Charlie’s unit, asking them if they knew where he was. Last
they’d seen of him was when they had landed and said he was gonna step out for some
air. The army didn’t know where he was and wasn’t looking. He had already been
discharged, at his request, so he had no one to report to.
Harold throws his toothpick out the window, without getting another one. He had
traveled, by himself, to the city where they had landed. Wandered around the good parts
of town and the bad parts of town with a photograph. Gone to the police. Filed a report.
They said that he hadn’t been picked up for anything, but they would keep an eye out.
Harold had spent money on taxis, hotels, plane tickets, and long distance phone calls. He
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had purchased one ticket for going out and two for coming back. No one had seen his
son, or they thought they may have seen someone who looked like him but didn’t know
his name. He had cashed in the second return ticket when he returned after two weeks.
Harold is breathing heavily and gets another toothpick. Nope, he’s not dead. He’s just
gone.
Last week a letter from Charlie had come. It looked like it had been lost in the
mail for months, covered with scribbles and redirection marks. He had barely written an
address on it. The return simply read “Charlie Hus,” no address. Harold had gotten the
mail. He had meant to open it, to run inside and show Margie. But he didn’t. If this was
his last letter to them, what would it say? What if Charlie had shot himself, jumped off a
bridge, plunged into drugs? What if they never saw him again and this was all they had
from him? He hadn’t been able to hide the letter. Margie had found it and slapped him
when she did. He’d never heard her swear before. She’d slammed the door to the
bedroom after shoving him out into the narrow, upstairs hallway. He’d slept in Tom’s
room. That was last night.
Harold allows the tractor to slowly come to a stop. He sees his face in the mirror.
Red. He sits there, breathing heavily. The tractor idles as he sits. He shifts back down and
slowly starts rolling forward again.
Harold glances over at the clouds. They are close. He is almost there, but it looks
like the clouds are faster than him. A few acres might not be much, but they are
something. He’s eaten his sandwiches, his thermos is empty, and his shirt is soakingthrough in the armpits and the chest. His faced is streaked with dust mud.
Harold looks back towards the house.
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***
Margie is sweeping the porch. She watches the red tractor putter across the field.
The wind chimes are clinking now.
One of the show-chickens walks past the porch. This is one of Tom’s chickens.
She and the boys have raised chickens for several years now, showing them at the county
fairs and 4-H events along with the cows and the vegetables in the garden and the fruits
in the orchard. She smiles. Charlie and Tom used to fight over who got what rooster, until
she had them toss a coin and let that decide it. In the end, when the arguing continued
after he came home from the fields, Harold settled it and the boys agreed to it after that.
Margie glances up when a sudden gust of wind catches her; the wind chimes clink
continuously. She looks up into the sky, walking out from the porch onto the footpath
leading from the front steps to the gravel driveway. The storm clouds in the distance are
rushing across the farms to the southeast. Still miles away, she can see the blur of rain
beneath them and the occasional flash of lightning. She stands still, staring at the coming
rain.
The chickens! Margie throws the broom onto the porch and runs around the
house. They won’t be safe in the storm. She has to gather them into the chicken-coop.
Margie runs across the farm yard. Their white car is parked near the middle of the yard.
Two hens are wandering around the edge. Margie creeps towards them, glancing back
over at the clouds. They are closer.
Margie holds her hands out in front of her, trying to delicately step across the
gravel. This is never an easy chore, but none of the chickens can stay outside during the
storm. She can’t risk losing one of them. When she gets within a few feet of the hens, she
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lunges at them, spooking them and missing both of them. She immediately turns and runs
after the hen that’s fleeing in the general direction of the coop. Margie follows the hen as
it runs into the house. She pokes her head into the house. Most of the chickens are
already in the coop. She does a quick head count. After the last show they had thirty,
three roosters and twenty-seven hens. She is missing one of the roosters and two of the
hens. She scans the yard. Two of the hens have grouped together in the doorway of the
red, livestock-barn. They peck at the ground. Charlie’s rooster struts beside the tractor
shed. First, the rooster. She always laughs about how the all of the roosters fit the
personalities of each of the men. It was the same when the boys were younger. Tom’s
roosters were always a little stubborn, Charlie’s fidgety, and Harold’s could be gruff.
Margie creeps toward the front of the tractor shed. The rooster struts around the corner,
between the fence and the shed.
She rounds the corner; the rooster crows.
The weather gets worse. The wind rushes through the trees, sounding like water.
The clouds are now only about two miles away, a wall of water flowing towards her and
the rooster. Shadows are changing colors as the light in the east is blanketed by the dark
blue and grey thunderheads. The sun sits just above the horizon. Margie chases the
rooster down the wall of the shed. It crows, flapping its wings, running in zigzags. She
grasps for it, trying to get the body and not pull out any feathers. The rooster spurts away
from her, turns, and back-tracks towards a dense clump of trees which acts as a
windbreaking line.
“No, no, no,” she says.
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She can’t follow the rooster into the trees. The brambles are too thick. The trees
are too close together. The rooster is into the clump before she can catch it. Tears coat in
her eyes. She doesn’t want to leave it. She doesn’t know if it will be safe in there.
She turns and runs back to where the hens were. One of the hens is gone, and she
doesn’t know where it went. The other is standing next to the gate to the cow pens. She
rushes at the hen. It clucks as she holds it by the feet and jogs back to the coop. She opens
the door and puts the hen inside. The chickens are calmly sitting in their roosts; the other
chicken must have come inside when she was chasing the rooster. Twenty-seven hens,
two roosters. She reaches for the door, but she stops and leaves the door open. If the
rooster wants to come inside during the storm, it can.
Margie crosses the yard, wiping her eyes with the back of her hands. She turns to
look at the storm. The clouds have made a long, low ceiling stretching from horizon to
horizon. She sees no break in them. No difference in color. Dark bluish gray fading to
near-black. The rain has covered their next-door neighbors and is crossing their fields.
She looks for Harold; he is still in the field.
She knows he needs to finish. She hopes he won’t lose too much in the process.
She wipes her hands on her handkerchief. The tractor is almost to ground that has already
been planted. He is going to finish. She sighs. Good. She looks around once more for the
rooster. It’s gone.
Margie walks around to the front of the house and grabs the broom. She needs to
get started on dinner.
***
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Raindrops are hitting the windshield of the cab. Harold has closed the window
and raised the planter. No more planting. No more preparation. He pulls out of the field
into the yard, smoothing from a bouncing to a vibration. He sees lights on in the house.
The line of clouds has passed over the farm and is heading west. He turns around when
he gets to the door of the shed, backing the planter in first so that he can unhitch it. The
slapping of the rain moves in a sheet off the cab as he pulls into the rumbling, metal
roofed shed.
Harold turns off the tractor, taking the keys out of the ignition. He gathers the bag
and the thermos with one hand, opens the door with the other, and steps down from the
tractor. He puts the sack in the garbage can near the door and sets the thermos on one of
his workbenches. He takes his hat off, running his hands through his sweaty hair. The
work isn’t over, but it’s over for today.
Harold grabs his thermos and walks out into the rain.
The rain is steady and cool. Harold looks out across the freshly planted fields,
soaking up the rain. He would have to tell Tom about this the next time he came home.
***
Margie is making an improvised hotdish. She didn’t have all of the ingredients for
either of the ones she’d planned earlier in the day. She had poured the potatoes, broccoli,
beef, etc into the pan. It is baking. She sits in her chair in the kitchen staring out the
window, listening to the rain. She had told Charlie one day after he had placed last in a
shooting competition that all she and Dad ever expected from him and Tom was to do the
best with what they had. She glances down at the hotdish in the oven. She hopes it’s
good.
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She hears the door open. Harold comes walking in, shoulders soaked, dirty,
sweaty. He sits down in one of the plastic-covered kitchen chairs, taking his hat off and
setting it on his knee.
“Did you finish planting?” she asked.
“Yep,” he said. “Almost didn’t.”
“Good.”
Harold looks at the letter.
“I’m sorry, Margie.”
“I know.”
He scoots his chair next to hers, and she grabs the letter. She gently tears the
envelope open. She pulls the tri-folded piece of paper out of the envelope. It says, “I’ll be
home as soon as I can.” Harold holds Margie as she cries.
They both sit together in silence. The chimes clink in the rain. The hotdish cooks.
The corn absorbs the water. The chickens get by.
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December 1936
The logs in the fire crackled as they shifted and settled.
Eight-year-old Margie sat enveloped in a patchwork quilt on the rug, watching the
flames. Only her head of white blonde hair protruded. The light from the fire flickered off
the glass angel at the top of the tree in the corner; an angel with hands held out at its side
as if to receive the people who looked on it or to show them something in front of it.
Margie waited on the floor for the bells to chime and for Christmas to come.
For months, she had been waiting for ten hours from now. After school had
ended, she had played in the yard to pass the time, making snowmen, digging tunnels,
throwing snow at Papa. She had done her chores, helped Mama make dinner and clean,
and gone to the store with Papa to pick up supplies. Now she waited.
The lights were out in the living room. Cold, soft snow fell on the window pane
and sill, sucking the heat from the room and chilling her whenever she moved closer to
them. The moon was nearly full tonight, a sphere that was slightly incomplete. The
moonlight glowed off the snow banks, passed dimly through the glass, and met the
firelight in the middle of the room. The couch sat like a wall behind Margie, in front of it
the fire, behind it the moon.
She looked into the kitchen. Mama and Papa sat around the small wooden table
drinking coffee and talking in soft warm voices, aware of the night and the sleeping
children upstairs. She wished they had been able to get cocoa this year.
She turned back to the presents under the tree. Three packages, each one wrapped
in white paper with designs Mama had drawn on them with colored pencils. Last year,
she had gotten a doll with green, glass eyes and brown hair which she had named
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Florence. Her present this year had a manger scene with sheep and cows. She had asked
where the pigs were. Papa made a joke about taverns and inns. Mama said the Hebrews
didn’t eat pigs because God told them not to. She panicked because they had eaten bacon
for breakfast. Papa said it was okay to eat pigs now. She had been glad since she liked
ham and bacon. Later that day, she told her sister, Susan, that it was okay for her to eat
bacon even though there weren’t pigs at the manger.
“Huh?” Susan said.
Margie had said, “You’re just too young.”
She slowly breathed in and out as the embers glowed white. She knew that in two
days she and Mama would clean the fireplace. The ashes were beginning to pile up, but
Mama never let her or Susan or Luther do any work on Christmas. Papa had to check on
the animals, but afterwards, he stayed inside most of the day. She looked back at the
presents again. Her box was smaller than the other ones, but she knew that the small
presents could be just as nice as big ones. She didn’t know what she wanted to be inside
the box, but she wanted something exciting like a new hat and scarf and mittens and
boots or a little sled because Papa had bought or made her a real sled but hadn’t wanted
to put it under the tree or a box full of candies and sweets which she wouldn’t have to
share, though she had decided that she would let Susan and Luther have one piece each,
or just anything. Last year, Papa and Mama had given them two presents each, and Papa
had gotten Mama a new, burgundy dress even though she told him not to. The needles of
the tree still hung green over the presents: none had died yet and fallen on the red and
white quilted tree skirt. Papa had pulled her and Susan and Luther on a sled to the grove
across the south field where the pine trees grew and had let them pick the tree.
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Papa’s voice floated in from the other room.
“Margie,” he said, “whatcha doing in there?”
“Nothing,” she said.
“Why don’t you come and sit with us.”
Margie got up, unwrapping the blanket from around her. The cocooned warmth
escaped, and she grew a little colder. The quilt dropped heavily to the floor. She
smoothed her faded brown dress, then folded the blanket and set it on a chair next to the
open doorway between the kitchen and living room as she walked towards her parents.
Mama was pouring Papa another cup from the pot. The steam rose slowly into the
air, vanishing a few inches from the cup. It was warm in the kitchen. The stove was still
cooling from the late supper Mama had made for them after the Christmas Eve service at
the church. Luther had fallen asleep on the ride back, wrapped in a quilt and Mama’s
arms and shawl.
Papa moved his left leg out from under the table and slapped twice.
Margie hopped up on his knee. Papa put his arms around her, squeezing her and
growling. She kicked her feet and laughed. Mama smiled, shushed them, and put the
coffee pot back.
“So,” Papa said, “don’t you know Christmas will come faster if you go to sleep.”
“I don’t think that I can sleep,” Margie said.
“Why not?”
“It’s… it’s taking too long to be Christmas. I think.”
Papa laughed. Mama sat back down at the table and picked up her coffee.
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“Maybe you need something warm to drink,” Papa said. “You want some
coffee?”
She looked at the coffee and grimaced. Some of her friends at school drank coffee
already, but she thought it tasted awful.
“Otto,” said Mama, “that will only keep her awake.”
“That’s true, but our Margie is getting to be a big girl.”
Papa’s voice became serious as he said this, growing deeper, losing its levity.
Mama’s face tightened slightly, the steam from the coffee cup rising in front of her chin.
“I don’t think we should.”
“Better to tell her now than let her be disappointed in the morning.”
“I don’t know.”
They sat in silence. Margie looked at Mama’s face. She looked down into her
coffee.
“It’s not fair to them,” said Mama.
“It doesn’t matter if it’s fair. It’s happening.”
Mama sighed. “Okay,” she said.
Margie looked up at Papa.
“What’s wrong?”
Papa swallowed.
“Well, Margie, we had some problems with the crops.” He paused. “So, we
couldn’t get you a present. But, we’re going to let you have two of the chickens.”
Margie thought about the package under the tree and furrowed her brow.
“What about the box with my name on it?”
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“There is a little surprise in there,” said Mama, “but not…”
“Not a doll or a dress,” said Papa.
“We wanted you to have something to open on Christmas,” said Mama, “since
Luther and Susan are getting—”
Mama stopped with a sharp inhale that made her look a little to the left. Papa
looked from her to Margie.
“Now, Margie, you are getting to be a big girl, so we knew you would understand.
Susan and Luther are too little,” Papa smiled. “Chickens can be nice?”
Margie’s face had fallen. Chickens were hard to catch. They lived in the coop in
wooden boxes covered in poop. They had kept chickens since before she was born, so
they were part of the farm, just like their cat, Oslo, and the cows. She though about the
ways they flock around during the warmer months, pecking at the ground and clucking,
eating worms and bugs. They couldn’t fly. They weren’t like Florence; they weren’t real
presents. She nodded slowly, looking at Papa’s other knee. Papa kissed her on the cheek.
“Why don’t you run up to bed now,” he said.
“Good night, Margie,” said Mama with red eyes.
“Good night, Mama; good night, Papa,” she said as she plopped off of Papa’s
knee.
Margie trudged out of the room and up the stairs. She forgot to walk softly to
keep from waking Susan and Luther. Her footsteps softened when she stepped onto the
rug in the narrow, upstairs hallway.
Moonlight and chill flowed through the window at the end of the hall. Moonlight
fell in a rectangle on the floor, divided by the frame into four smaller boxes. She walked
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through the moonlight, the boxes of light climbing up her from her socks to her face.
Margie saw the moon. It hung high and small.
She grabbed the icy doorknob and turned it. The door creaked briefly as she
opened it and stepped into her and Susan’s room. Susan was already asleep, buried under
two quilts. She stepped over to the window of their room, feeling the chill seep through
her dress as she got closer. Silver light and shadow covered everything. The bare trees in
the front yard stood gray and black: still, in the calm night. She stared across the empty,
expansive fields covered in snow. White and smooth and cold. She wished it wasn’t so
cold. It would be the same tomorrow.
Margie stepped away from the window and undid her braids and changed into her
nightgown. She climbed into bed next to Susan. The quilts were heavy and the two of
them helped keep each other warm. Margie shivered as the pillow and blankets slowly
warmed around her. She cried softly and eventually fell asleep.
***
Margie woke up early next morning. She heard Mama making breakfast
downstairs. Susan was gone.
She climbed out of bed and got dressed. Last year she had run downstairs in her
nightgown. Luther and Susan and she had not gotten dressed until after they had eaten
breakfast and opened their presents. Now she got dressed and tried to braid her own hair.
She couldn’t get it into pigtails, so she decided to wear her hair in a single braid like
Mama did. Usually Susan and Margie would braid each other’s hair. When she finally
finished, she saw, through the window, Papa carrying Luther on his shoulders back from
the barn. They were red-faced and laughing.
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She softly walked downstairs. Susan was helping Mama fry bacon on the stove.
There was already a plate of flapjacks warming in the oven. Even though it was
Christmas, they would eat in the kitchen. The table was small, but the stove kept the
room warm. Margie saw the jar of syrup thawing on a corner of the stove. There was only
a fourth left in the jar. Mama turned from the stove and saw Margie.
“Merry Christmas, Margie,” she said with a smile.
“Merry Christmas, Margie!” said Susan, who ran to Margie and gave her a hug.
“Merry Christmas,” Margie replied, barely hugging her back.
The front door opened and Luther toddled in with Papa close behind. Papa was
carrying a milk pail. They only had one cow now. Last year they had owned two cows
and three the year before that. Papa had butchered the first cow before Margie had a
chance to name it. He had sold Brown Eyes last August to their neighbor on the north
side of the farm. Now they just had Sarah.
Papa told Margie good morning and Merry Christmas as he set the pail of milk on
the floor.
Luther walked over to her.
“Merry Christmas, Margie,” he said, “Mama, I milked the cow.”
“Oh,” Mama said, “now don’t forget to leave Papa some work to do.”
Margie tried to smile. She asked Mama if she could help with breakfast. Mama
told her to set the table.
She set the metal plates on the table. She knew they would use the china for
dinner. They only used it on holidays. It had belonged to Grandma and had come over
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with Mama and Papa on the boat. Mama had carried it herself the whole way in her
suitcase. Two years ago, Mama had broken a plate. She had not cried.
When she finished setting the table, Mama told her to pour everyone a glass of
milk. The top of the milk was frozen. Margie broke the ice and poured the milk into a
metal pitcher and then filled each mug from the pitcher. She wished the milk was cold
like this during the summer. She wished the house was as cold as this during the summer.
She wished they had more china mugs instead of tin mugs. Things never seemed to
happen the way she wanted.
After Margie finished pouring the milk into the mugs, she refilled the pitcher from
the pail. Papa and Luther had the fire going by now. When Mama finished the bacon,
they all came into the kitchen. Papa said thanks, and they ate. Afterwards, Papa read from
the Bible about Jesus’ birth and the visit of the Wisemen. She knew the passage. She
knew that there was no room in the inn, that Jesus was born in a stable, that the angels
had told the shepherds to go look for Jesus, and that the shepherds had come and
worshipped Jesus. She knew this was why they celebrated Christmas, but she kept
thinking about the box under the tree. When they were finished, Margie washed the
dishes while Susan dried them and Luther put them in piles. Papa brought in more wood,
and Mama checked on the roast. Then, Mama and Papa called them into the living room.
Mama and Papa sat on the couch while the three of them sat on the floor in front
of their presents. Papa said that Luther should go first. Margie helped Luther carefully
take the paper off his box so that he didn’t tear Mama’s pictures. Inside of his box, Luther
found a set of tin army-men, painted and posed. Luther climbed to his feet and thanked
Mama and Papa asking if he could go play with them now. Mama told him to wait for
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Susan and Margie to open their gifts. Susan carefully unwrapped her present, unfolding
the paper in front of her before opening her box. Inside, Susan found a new matching
comb and brush. She jumped up and hugged Mama and Papa saying, “Thank you, thank
you, thank you.” Papa laughed at her. Mama turned to Margie.
“Now it’s your turn, Margie.”
Margie also carefully unwrapped her box, making sure not to tear the paper.
When she came to the box, she paused momentarily. No one saw that she did not want to
open the box, that she wished there had been a mistake and that Mama and Papa really
did put something in this box. She opened the box and found a small, whittled rooster. It
was smooth and simple and colored lightly in pencil-lead. The feathers were the color of
the almost white wood and beak and legs were yellow. The comb was red and the eyes
were black. Margie looked up at Mama and Papa. They were both smiling at her.
“Thank you, Mama and Papa,” she said quietly.
She watched Papa, waiting for him to pull a surprise present from behind a
cushion or under the couch, but instead he got to his feet.
“Let’s go get the rest of your present,” he said to Margie.
“What else is Margie getting?” asked Luther.
“Yeah, what else?” asked Susan.
Mama started to answer them as Margie followed Papa out of the room and put
her coat and shoes on.
They stepped out into the still, cold, clear air. It was almost crystalline. The open
sky was powdery blue. The sun was bright white. Margie followed Papa through the fresh
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snow, wading through the knee-high banks. The chicken coop was across the yard, next
to the shed that held Papa’s plow and harvester.
“These are going to be your chickens, so you’ll feed them and collect their eggs.
And when they have chicks, you’ll get to keep them.”
When they got to the coop, Papa opened up the small door in the side and
motioned for her to walk inside. She tromped on the wooden floor as she walked among
the chickens, puffed up in their hay beds. Papa followed her into the coop and let the door
shut behind him.
“Okay, Margie,” he said, “pick whichever ones you want.”
Margie looked around the coop. The hens were all dirty white, like the whittled
chicken she’d left in the house. She couldn’t decide; she didn’t want to decide. She
wanted to say no. She looked at the chickens and then back at her father. His face was red
from the cold. He was smiling at her. His eyes glistened as he stood stooped-over in the
small house full of hens and feathers and manure. He had picked up a hammer, two nails,
and two M’s from a shelf in the coop.
“We’ll put these M’s on your chickens’ roosts until you know them by sight.”
Margie’s eyes widened, and she saw how much Mama and Papa had tried,
planned, and prepared. She understood something, but she didn’t know what yet.
She walked up to two of them, fluffed and still, near the front of the coop. She
pointed to them, and Papa hammered the M’s underneath them. The chickens were
startled, flapped their wings, and left their roosts while he hammered. When he finished,
they slowly returned back to their nests.
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A Good Day
Harold and Margie Hus were taking a trip into Ottumwa. Four days ago, Harold
had suggested that they go, have a picnic lunch in the park, maybe walk around and see a
movie. Have fun and relax. Margie had hesitated but said okay. The last time he had
suggested something like this over a month ago she’d told him no. It didn’t feel right
taking a day for fun like that when Charlie was missing. He’d told her that they had to
take care of each other. She wasn’t going to give up on Charlie like that. He hadn’t
thought of it as giving up, so much as not stopping. Life didn’t stop even with Charlie
gone. Today, she wanted to have a good day, but this was their first real trip of any kind
together since Charlie had disappeared after coming home from the war.
The air conditioning of the truck blew lightly into the cab. The day was hot and
dry. The corn in the fields stood upright, green, thick, heavy stalks, rough to the touch,
golden hair poking out of ears. Margie had spent the early morning making chicken
breast sandwiches, Harold’s favorite. The sandwiches now sat on the seat between them
in the basket with the glass, pop bottles and the apples. She stared out the window.
“So how was the township council meeting yesterday?” Harold asked.
Margie turned to face him as he glanced back and forth between the road and her.
“Good. Jacob thinks we need to cut back on the art and the music at school.” She
looked straight ahead. “I just don’t think that’s going to solve the problem.”
“No. Schools’re never gonna have money.”
“Yeah, that’s what I told them, ‘You can’t go cutting things like that just because
they’re running a little low this year. Give it time, the budget’ll come back.’”
“What’d he say?”
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“‘Mrs. Hus, we have to be able to make our budget. If we keep things as they are,
we’ll run out of money before the next school year is finished.’ Something like that.”
The black asphalt curved over the next hill as the truck ascended.
“I know they have a tight budget,” she said, looking over at him again, “but I wish
they’d try to do a fundraiser before they go on and cut something down like that.”
“Did you suggest that to them?”
“What?”
“A fundraiser.”
“Oh sure,” she said, “but I think they’d already made up their minds by that time.”
She smiled. “Mike thought they could use the football field as pastureland, rent it out to
the highest bidder. And then one of the council members asked what he’d do when the
team needed to start practicing. And he said to put jerseys on the cows; it would fill out
the team.”
Harold smiled and adjusted his green, flat brimmed hat.
Margie turned away, smiling, and stared down the road. Her boys, Charlie and
Tom, had both done sports, but only Tom had played football. He had been a linebacker,
low and broad but not fast enough to keep up with receivers. He had led the team in
tackles his senior year. Charlie had gone out for track. Margie’s smile slowly dropped.
They had both lettered all four years, and she kept their jackets upstairs in their rooms.
Tom hadn’t wanted to take his to college, and Charlie couldn’t have taken his with him
when he’d enlisted almost three years ago.
Harold looked over at her.
“Have you decided on a movie yet?”
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She turned to look at him, her face lifting a little as she did.
“No. What did you want to see?”
“No, you’re picking the movie this time.” He grinned.
“I don’t know.”
He faced the road again.
“Well, just be thinking about it.”
They were almost to town now; houses crept in among the trees near the road.
Farmhouses, some with sheds made of steel or barns behind them, turned into
neighborhoods with the same kind of farmhouses but with smaller yards. Lawns mown
down into grassy rugs. Trees thick with leaves but no fruit in front yards and lining the
streets as they drove further into town, shading parts of the lawns and sidewalks. Children
riding bikes and running around, yelling, laughing, crying. Parents outside doing yard
work with teenagers, sweeping lawn clippings onto the lawn or street, pruning trees.
Living the same Saturdays she had seen them live before. Going on like they always had.
They drove out of the neighborhood past the high school, closed for the summer.
The large fields of green and the grey track round the football field. She and Harold had
come to all of the boys’ games and meets. They came and sat in their cushioned chairs,
red and white with roosters on the seatbacks. Harold wore his red and white windbreaker
until and after the frost came every school year. He’d bought it at the first football game
they’d gone to. He always wore his rooster hat. The year they had hosted track and field
Regionals she had agreed to help out with the concession stand at the register. Charlie
placed 3rd that year in the 400. Margie had missed Charlie’s last race. She got held up at
the concession stand. Charlie wasn’t upset, not even after. When he came up to her from
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the stand, bronze-colored medal on his chest, she told him that she was proud, Harold
shook his hand, and Tom hugged him. She was a little happier than she felt, and the
world was raw for just an instant as she and Tom and Harold traded places at the camera.
Everything was the same, but it all hurt somehow, the camera flashes, Charlie’s smile, his
arms over Tom and Harold’s shoulders. On the drive home Harold had told her not to
worry.
“You were there, that’s the main thing.”
“But I wasn’t. I missed it.”
“You were there, even if you weren’t at the track.”
“It was his last race.” She saw him in a uniform, in a helmet, with a gun.
“You saw every other race leading up to this one. You maybe missed this one, but
he knows you were there.”
“It was his last race.” He had already told them that he was signing up to fight in
Vietnam, not waiting for the draft like Tom would in two years.
“It’s okay. He knows you were there, and you saw him before and after.”
“It’s not the same.”
“I know, but it’s okay. It didn’t bother him much if any. He knew you were
there.”
“It bothers me.”
“I know. I’m sorry.”
Margie now exhaled heavily as the truck pulled past the high school. Some things
couldn’t be recovered or undone. Some things would change, but carry a piece of the past
with them.
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The truck turned left, and she could see the park, busy with children and families.
She wondered if she should be here. Harold was right but should really be doing this. Her
heart started to beat faster; her breathing grew heavy. She tried to be still. Charlie has
been missing for seven months, but. That. Didn’t. Mean that. They couldn’t go. To the
park.
“What’s wrong, Margie?”
She looked at him. She was still breathing heavily. They were almost there.
“I just. It’s nothing.”
His face was serious.
“You sure?”
“Yes. Yes, I think so.”
“Do you feel like eating or walking? We could do the picnic first?”
She smiled at him.
“That would be good.”
They pulled into one of the parking spaces along the edge of the park, and Harold
unloaded the picnic basket. He told her to pick where they were going to sit. Margie
looked across the park: trees interspersed throughout the park with a large open lawn in
the middle and a playground with swings and monkey bars on the opposite end. Children
were running around the swings and the bars, chasing each other and being chased.
Playing tag and kicking around a ball. She recognized most of them or saw their parents
in their faces. Some of their parents and grandparents sat on picnic tables and benches
near the playground talking and watching their children and grandchildren. She looked at
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the nearby trees. A group of older children were playing a game of baseball in the field in
the middle of the trees. Margie pointed to a tree near the truck.
“Let’s eat under that tree.”
The tree shaded a large section of grass around its base, which kept the grass from
growing right next to the trunk. A few roots broke the soil before diving back beneath it.
They spread the dark blue blanket near the trunk so she could lean against the tree. He
told her to sit down and make herself comfortable and that he would unpack the basket.
He handed her a plate and sandwich and took the tops off the bottles of pop. He gave
Margie her cola and set his ginger ale next to him on a level spot of ground. She told him
thank you, and they both began to eat.
They both watched the boys play baseball. A boy was tagged out before reaching
the second base, made from a cardboard box-top, and the teams changed sides. The
second baseman had caught the ball with his throwing hand just before the runner
reached the base and had hit the batter with the back of his hand. A short argument
between the runner, his teammates and the in-field went on about whether that counts
since the ball never touched the runner.
Margie had played second base when she was younger on the school playground
during breaks. They had only a stick for a bat and only had had one glove, Samuel’s,
which only the catcher got to use because he or she had to catch the pitches. Even when
she had stopped playing, she had continued to follow it in the papers and on the radio as
much as she could. She subscribed to a Chicago newspaper when women’s baseball
started, keeping up with it and men’s baseball during and after the second World War.
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She had been sad to see it go, though she had told Harold that she thought many men
didn’t take it seriously. He had said they probably hadn’t.
A man she didn’t know came walking out from among the trees across from them
onto the field.
“You. What time is it?” yelled the man at the third baseman.
“It’s almost lunchtime,” said the third baseman.
“It is lunchtime. Get home now!”
“But, dad, the—”
“I didn’t ask you what you thought. I told you to go home.”
“Okay.”
The man turned around.
He yelled over his shoulder, “And don’t forget your stuff.”
The young boys walked up and handed him the catcher’s mitt and a ball.
“Sorry guys.”
The boys ran to his bike at the edge of the park, against a tree, a rode away. The
game resumed after a quick shift in the team rosters. The catcher used a normal glove.
Harold shook his head.
“That’s no way to talk to your boy,” he said.
“No,” Margie said.
She wondered what the boy was thinking as he rode his bike home. What he
thought he would find once he got there? If he wanted to go home or just ride down the
road? If they had ever done anything like that to Charlie, anything that might have made
him want to stay away? She didn’t remember anything, but what if it was something he
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hadn’t realized? Something that had hurt him but she hadn’t known about? What if it was
her fault?
One of the boys hit the ball into the trees at the edge of the clearing. He yelled
“Homerun!” as it landed.
“It’s not a homerun unless it’s out of the park,” yelled the pitcher.
The batter started to run, racing the outfielders and the ball. The batter reached
second base as the outfielders reached the ball. The ball raced the runner back to home
plate. She watched them intently. As the catcher caught the ball and tagged the runner,
the runner stepped on the base. She pulled her hands apart as if to clap but restrained
herself. She loved watching the game. There was a moment of silence on the field. The
pitcher shrugged his shoulders. They all turned to the shortstop. He yelled out, “Tie goes
to the runner.” The infield and outfield shrugged and bent back into position. The batter’s
team let out a chorus of “Woo!”s, “Good run!”s, and “6 to 7!”s. She sat back against the
tree, smiling as Harold turned to her, chuckling. Tom and Charlie had never played
baseball, but she, Harold, and they had used to listen to games on the radio before they
bought a television. Harold, Margie, and Charlie pulled for the Twins while Tom pulled
for the Cubs. They went to one major league game, a Twins game, to which Tom
jokingly wanted to wear his Cubs cap. He and Charlie wrestled for the hat in the back
seat on the way there, Tom punching Charlie in the shoulder. Tom had to leave the hat in
the car.
Margie watched the rest of the game as she and Harold finished their sandwiches,
apples, and pop. When the game ended, the boys all got their gloves, bats, bases together
and went somewhere else. Harold took her plate and put it back in the basket with his.
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“How’re you feeling?”
“Good.”
“Good, would you like to go for a walk downtown before the movie?”
“When does the movie start?”
“Matinee’s in about an hour.”
She stood up and straightened her skirt.
“Have you thought about which movie you want to go see?”
“I’m sorry; I haven’t yet.”
“Well, there’s still time.”
Margie helped him pick up the blanket and fold it. As they walked back to the
truck, Margie glanced back at the empty field and the tree where the one boy’s bike had
been leaning.
Harold started the truck and pulled out of the parking space. They slowly drove
along the park, turning left to head downtown. There were a few people walking around,
but now that the sun was high, most people were driving around town. A few kids on
bicycles riding on sidewalks and the edge of the streets. They turned left and entered
downtown, a small, three road area with shops, a movie theatre, a hotel, two diners, and a
bar.
They drove a little ways and pulled up in front of the telephone company’s office.
The office was dark. They were closed in the afternoons on Saturdays.
Margie and Harold stepped out of the truck onto the sidewalk. There was a small,
steady flow of people on the sidewalk this afternoon, walking in and out of shops and
diners, some going up the movie theatre. She linked arms with him. Many of the people
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on the street greeted each other as they passed. Some of them were eating ice cream
cones. She knew what he was going to say.
He turned to her.
“You want some ice cream?”
She smiled at him, but ice cream was still too much.
“No, but you can if you want.”
“Nah.”
They walked a few steps.
“You don’t want to get some?” she asked, looking up at his face, red from the
heat.
“Nope, not if you don’t.”
They continued walking along the sidewalk. She saw man from church up ahead.
He waved when he saw them and walked faster.
“Well, how you folks doing?” he asked when he got close enough, grinning.
“Doing okay, Glen. How’s Sarah?”
“Good. She’s baking a cake right now for the funeral tomorrow and ran out of
baking powder, so I’ve been sent to get some more. It’s the Berkleys’ boy, Todd. He was
killed.” He paused, looking down for a second, his smile receding. She knew what he was
thinking. “…in a car accident.” His smile returned. “Anyway, how’s, uh, Tom doing
these days, the college man? Staying out of trouble?”
Margie noticed the absence.
“He better be,” said Harold, not smiling.
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“He’s working at a hog farm out near Dubuque,” said Margie, fighting down her
frustration, “so we don’t get to see him much. But he called last night and said things
were going good.”
“Good, glad to hear it. Well, I better get to the store and back or Sarah’s gonna
put me in the cake. You guys have a good afternoon.”
“Same to you,” said Harold.
“Say hello to Sarah for us,” said Margie, smiling.
“Will do!” he said, continuing down the sidewalk.
They also continued walking down the sidewalk. They walked until they reached
the end of main street, crossing and walking back the other way, towards the theater. This
side of the street was not in shade.
The theater was midway down. The marquee, wrapped in lights that would blink
at night, protruded over the sidewalk. The theater was showing Space Warrior and The
Talking Car: Back on the Streets. Margie didn’t mind astronauts and aliens, but Harold
hated space movies. He said they weren’t real enough. Tom didn’t like them either. He
preferred cops movies and action. So, she went with Charlie when he had wanted to see
space films when he was too young to go by himself. The first film they saw had been
about an alien spacecraft that had crashed on the moon. A team of astronauts flew from
Earth to investigate the site and had to fight the aliens off. They found out that the ship
was a scout for an invasion and sent word back to Earth warning them of an attack. The
scout ship got away, but the attack never came. The narrator said they thought they had
scared the aliens off when they had fought them on the moon and that they’d be ready if
they ever came back. Charlie had thought it was cool. She had thought it was strange. She
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stopped going with him when he got older so that he could go with spend time with his
friends, feel independent. She knew he was aware of why she was letting him go because
he would tell her about the movies after he came home. He would tell her what he liked,
what he didn’t, how good the special effects were, whether it seemed scientifically
possible or was just too crazy. She stared at Space Warrior on the marquee.
Harold was looking at the marquee too.
“So,” he said, “which one will it be?”
“Let’s see The Talking Car,” she said, looking away from the marquee. It was a
kid’s movie, but she couldn’t see the other one.
“Okie dokie,” he said.
They walked up to the ticket booth, bought their tickets and walked inside. “The
Talking Car” was showing on screen one. The lobby was cool, air conditioned. The floor
was covered with red carpet. There was a concessions counter on the left and bathrooms
on the right. Straight at the back stood a series of gold colored poles with red rope
running between them, splitting the entrance to the hallway leading to the screen. The
lobby was mostly empty even though the movies started soon.
A young man in a white shirt and red vest stood at the concession stand. He was
one of the Smith boys. Margie saw Harold look at the concession stand and back at her.
“Do you want any popcorn?” Harold asked.
“Sure,” she said.
Harold walked up to the stand and ordered popcorn. The young man turned
around and grabbed a tub. She watched the popcorn fall into place in the tub. She had
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never let Charlie have extra butter on the popcorn. The young man turned back around,
he gave Harold the tub, and Harold paid him.
They went into the room for screen one. The seats in the room sloped gently
downward from the back row, stopping a few feet from the screen. They sat down near
the middle of the room, and they ate their popcorn.
A little boy walked into the room carrying a box of candy and a drink, following
his father down the aisle towards the front. He was grinning and walking very carefully.
Suddenly he slipped, drink flying out in front of him, candies coming out of the box,
landing face first on the floor. He surveyed the mess and started to cry. Margie wanted to
get up and help him, but his father turned around and picked him up.
“I spilled my drink,” he cried.
“It’s okay,” said the father.
Margie stared at the little boy and the father. The previews started. A deep,
booming voice told them to come and see the “Dark” and “Chilling” space movie. She
flinched. The “Amazing” and “Thrilling” western. The “Moving” and “Powerful”
historical drama. The movie started. It opened with the boy running away from home and
hiding in a car parked in a vacant lot. Her eyes widened. The car spoke to the child and
introduced himself. Harold offered her the popcorn, but she shook her head. The child
told the car he could never go home because he’d done something awful. Margie’s heart
started to beat faster. The car told him his parents must be worried. Margie nodded
slightly.
“No,” said the boy, “they must hate me.”
“I bet you’re wrong,” said the car. Margie nodded.
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“No, they have to hate me. I broke the urn where they keep grandpa’s ashes.” The
car disagreed. So did Margie. The boy eventually agreed to go home and see them, give
them a chance. The car started to drive. When they pulled into his driveway and he
stepped out of the car, his mother ran out of the house front door, wearing her apron and
slippers, and grabbed him. Margie nodded and started to quiver. The little boy cried and
apologized. The mother told him it was all right and yelled for her husband. There was a
shot of him looking out the window on the phone.
“Officer, he’s come home,” he said and hung the phone up and ran out the door.
Margie started to shake. Harold was looking at her.
“Margie,” he whispered.
She didn’t respond.
“Margie!”
She turned to look at him. He was breathing like she was. They got up and left the
theater.
He put his arm her, and they steadied each other.
“I’m sorry,” she whispered.
“Me too,” he said, “this was a bad idea.”
She shook her head.
“No. I’m glad we did it.”
“You sure?”
“Yeah. It was good.”
They walked back to the truck and climbed in. Harold waited until his hands were
steady before pulling out of the parking space. They drove home, quiet and still.
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Looking for Charlie
Harold stepped up to the police counter.
“Yes, sir,” said the officer, a thinner man with a small afro and mustache, looking
down, doing paperwork, “what can I do for you?”
The station was the same as the airport and streets. Movement. People walking in
and around desks. No one regarding each other in transit. He hadn’t known that getting a
cab meant signaling one, that there was no one that asked him if he needed one.
“I’d like to file a missing person’s report,” said Harold.
“Okay, just a second.” The officer pulled a form out from under the counter.
“Okay, what’s your name?”
He had tried to chat with the cab driver, but he spoke only a little English. He
knew the city and the street and hotel names, but not much beyond. They listened to disco
while they drove.
“Harold Hus.”
“How do you spell the last name?”
He had tried to figure out where his driver was from. At first he’d asked, but the
driver couldn’t understand him. He tried to figure out from the driver’s accent and last
name. The most he could tell was that he was from eastern Asia. Maybe Vietnam. Maybe
Japan. He didn’t want to care where the man was from, but he did.
“H-U-S.”
“What’s the name of the missing person?”
“Charlie Hus.”
“What’s your relationship to Charlie?”
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The motel he was staying at not a local one. Harold wanted to save money where
he could, but he knew he didn’t want to stay at the wrong sort of place or in the wrong
part of town. The man at the counter had worn a short sleeve, button-up. He smiled. His
hair had hung down over his eyes.
“I’m his father.”
“Okay, what does he look like?”
He only had one suitcase, and he left it locked in his room. He kept his wallet and
keys in his front two pockets and his hands down by his sides whenever he wasn’t using
them. He wasn’t sure if there were still pickpockets, but he didn’t want to take chances.
He wore a red windbreaker unzipped with the sleeves rolled up and his blue and white
hat.
“He’s about my height, maybe six feet tall. Light blond hair. Blue eyes. Might be
wearing a military uniform. I have a picture, but it’s old.”
He handed the officer the picture.
“Thank you. How old is the picture?”
“About three years old.”
“Does he have any distinguishing marks like a birthmark, scar, tattoo, or
piercing?”
He had taken another cab to the police station. This time the driver had spoken
better English. He was surprised that Harold was going straight to the station. Harold told
him that he had come to San Francisco to find his son. The driver had wished him luck.
“I don’t know. I haven’t seen him in almost two years.”
“Is that how long he’s been missing?”
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Charlie hadn’t sent them any pictures. Harold figured it was because there was no
time for him to be snapping photos. He may have gotten tattoos, but that would have been
a big change for Charlie.
“No, he’s been missing about three to four months.”
“Where did you last see him?”
Charlie probably had changed.
“I didn’t. I’m from Iowa.”
“Um, which town?”
“Ottumwa. He was discharged here after the war, and we haven’t heard from him
since.”
“Okay, I see, well have a seat right there, and I’ll pass this along to one of the
detectives. They should be available to talk to you shortly.”
He sat down on a bench next to a woman and a little girl. The woman was crying
and holding the little girl, who was very still but was also crying.
“I don’t know what we’re going to do. I don’t know what we’re going to do,” she
said softly.
He looked over at her, and he tapped her on the shoulder. Her head snapped
around, and she looked him directly in the eyes.
“Excuse me,” he said, “I don’t, want to bother you but is anything wrong?”
She shook her head slowly and looked away. She stopped speaking. She got up
and left when someone called her and told her she could go see one of the detectives. He
watched her as she walked out of the room. There was nothing he could do.
Eventually, he was called.
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He was escorted by the detective to his desk in the middle of a large room filled
with identical desks. Other detectives were talking to the people at their desks, making
phones calls, collecting paperwork. He sat down in a wooden chair. He didn’t see the
mother or her child. The detective sat down in his chair across from Harold. He was a
younger man who had a slight gut. His mustache was brown.
“Hello, Mr. Huss, I’m Detective Daniels. Huss, am I saying that right?” the
detective asked with a pen in his hand and pad of paper on his desk.
“It’s Hus.”
“Hus, Hus, sorry.” Daniels made a note. “You see so many names, you know.
Anyway, how long was Charlie in the army?”
“Four years. He enlisted out of high school.”
“Okay.” Daniels made another note. “So that’ll make him twenty-two?”
“Twenty-three in two days.”
“Ugh, I’m sorry. So do you know anything about his whereabouts? Anything
about where he might have gone?”
Harold sat and thought again about it; maybe something new would come. None
of the local boys had seen Charlie after he had left the platoon. His leaving was strange.
He wouldn’t explain it to them. Just told them he had to do something real quick before
heading home. He had taken all of his things with him, including his car. Someone had
seen him walking down the street in civilian clothes later that day, but that was it.
“No. Just that he was in San Francisco. That’s all I know.”
***
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Harold sat down at the small table that the maitre d’ had led him to. By the Shore
served Mediterranean seafood. Light jazz played in the background. He felt out of place.
For the last week, he had been eating cereal, peanut butter, and bread, and this was what
Detective Daniels had suggested, yesterday, he do to make the search process easier. He
had said not to make this any harder on himself than it had to be. Harold had been
meeting with the detective while scouring the city himself. He had stapled copied
“Missing” posters to light poles with the motel’s phone number on them and a picture of
Charlie. He had handed them out to businesses asking if they had seen him and if they
would let him know if they saw Charlie. No calls. No messages. No clues. Nothing.
Harold took his hat off, set it on his knee under the white tablecloth, and ran his
hand over his pomaded hair. He picked up the menu and winced at the prices. He had
already spent more than he had budgeted for, and he didn’t leave for another three days.
He had tried to walk as much as possible because the trolleys and the buses were costing
more than he had calculated. He was tired. He had called Margie as infrequently as he
could to save on the phone bill, but he needed to talk to her, to make sure she was okay,
to let her know he was okay, to tell her about Charlie.
He looked at the least expensive entrées on the menu. A man in a black suit with a
black shirt, the top unbuttoned and his chest showing, walked through the door, followed
and surrounded by five other men in black suits. He walked to a round table next to the
wall and sat down with other men sitting on either side of him until they filled the table.
They were all clean shaven. All but two of them had dark hair.
A waiter came up to Harold.
“Good day, sir, do you know what you would like?”
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“Uh, yeah, water and the shrimp pen.”
“Penné?”
“Uh, yeah.”
“Very good.”
The waiter took his menu and left. Harold sat facing the table full of men in suits.
They were all very quiet. Solemn. One with long hair was shaking his head. The man
with the black shirt sat back with his hands in his lap. He was younger. He had a medium
build and a long face. His skin was tan and his hair was short, only covering his ears. The
men around him were all also tan. Two of them had very broad shoulders.
He noticed that their food came out before his.
While he waited, he watched them eat. Something about them impressed him.
They carefully held the forks and knives, delicately eating their food, especially the man
in the black shirt. He smoothly and abruptly sliced each piece of his rare steak. He
balanced his food on the back of his fork instead of stabbing it like the other men at his
table. He chewed slowly, but he did not eat slowly. He was precise.
The waiter came with Harold’s food.
“Who is that guy at that table over there,” he said gesturing to the man in the
black shirt.
“I don’t know,” said the waiter, flat-toned.
“He looks like a celebrity.”
“Well, he might be,” said the waiter, flat-toned, “but I don’t know who he is.”
“Thanks.”
“Enjoy your meal,” said the waiter, flat-toned.
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He got up to wash his hands before eating and walked to the men’s room, passing
the man in the black shirt’s table. One of the men with light brown hair got up before he
got to the table and walked ahead of him to the bathroom. The man ahead of him looked
left and right as he walked.
The bathroom was covered in tiles of varying earth-tones. There were four stalls
and two urinals. There was no music in the bathroom. He and the man stood side by side
at the urinals. The man finished first, quickly fixing his clothes and stepping over to one
of the three sinks. Harold finished and stepped up to the sink next to him. He looked up at
the man.
“I don’t mean to bother ya,” Harold said, his words reverberating off the walls of
the bathroom, “but is the man in the black shirt at your table an actor?”
The man’s eyes snapped towards Harold.
“Who wants to know?”
“I’m Harold Hus. I’m from Iowa.”
The man smiled, still rinsing his hands. Harold was drying his.
“You a tourist?”
“No … I’m here on business.”
“Well,” said the man grabbing a paper towel, tearing off a large piece, “you better
not bother him. He’s a very busy man.”
“Oh yeah, what’s he do?”
The man turned to face him, still smiling.
“He’s the head of a very important group of businessmen,” he said, “but you’d be
better off minding your own business.”
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The man turned and left the bathroom, taking rapid strides.
Harold stood still. His eyes were wide. He read the paper. He had heard the stories
about the mob, about Dons or bosses. He looked at the stalls. They were all empty.
Harold waited. He stared at the sink. Metal faucet and glass knobs. He had to go eat.
Harold slowly walked to the door and pulled it open. The light jazz played as he
walked. He did not look at them. Not when he passed the table or sat down and ate
quickly. When he got up to leave, the man in the black shirt and the other men were
already gone, but he thought about them for the rest of the day.
***
Harold stepped through the door to By the Shore. The maitre d’ recognized him.
“Table for one, sir?” he asked.
“Yeah.”
Harold followed the maitre d’ to a different table than before. Further away from
the table against the wall. The man in the black shirt was not there right now. He sat
down at his table, picking up the menu. No one had been waiting for him outside after
leaving the last time. No one had been waiting for him at his motel room. There were no
messages, no phone calls, not even word from Detective Daniels. That night he called
Margie. He hadn’t told her about the man in the black shirt or By the Shore.
A waiter stepped up to his table.
“Good day, sir. What would you like?”
“Uh, I’m not sure yet.”
“Would you like a few minutes to decide?”
“Yes, please.”
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Harold stared at the menu. He didn’t want to eat. He looked at the table across the
room, against the wall. It was empty.
Harold looked back at the menu. Detective Daniels had taken him aside this
morning.
“Listen, Mr. Hus,” he had said, “I’m going to level with you about your son.”
Harold had stiffened.
“We have no clues and no leads. We don’t know anything for sure about where is
or where he might have gone. We don’t know if even he left the city. We think he might
have, but we don’t know. He didn’t talk to anyone, and it’s been so long that no one at
any of the businesses on Sanderson Street remembers if they’ve seen him or not. We’ve
checked the license tag and plate here and in other states and gotten nothing. At this
point, he may have changed it. Really, all that we can do is send a description and copy
of the photo to other cities and wait for reports to come in. I’m sorry, Mr. Hus, but that’s
the best we’ve got right now.”
He had not been stunned. What had been cracked was splintering. There was
nothing he could do.
“Right now, the best thing that you can do is go home. We will update you as
soon as we know anything.”
“Okay.”
He had taken a cab from the police station to here. When he had gotten to the
restaurant, he had tipped the driver.
He looked over at the door as it swung open. The man in the black shirt walked
into the restaurant. Harold stiffened. He watched them as they walked through the door.
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The man in the black shirt and the same five men in suits walked over to the same table
by the wall and sat in the same seats. When they were all seated, he got up. This was his
only chance.
He strode across the room. The maitre d’ was taking their orders. They were all
solemn, but all watched him as he approached the table. Harold removed his cap and
stepped up to the table. The five men in suits all twitched. The man in the black shirt
gestured. The maitre d’ left.
“Hello,” said the man in the black shirt in a deep voice.
“Hey,” said Harold, breathing loudly, “I don’t mean to bother you, but I was
wondering if I could ask for your help for something.”
The man in the black shirt’s face made no expression, though the other men
looked at each other with squinted eyes and furrowed brows.
“Please, have a seat first,” said the man in a black shirt.
He out his hand, and a chair was set behind Harold. He sat down.
“I’m Harold Hus. I’m a farmer from Ottumwa, Iowa.”
“Yes, I see.”
He looked at the man who he had talked to in the bathroom. His face was bruised
and his left cheek was swollen. He did not look at Harold.
“I came here to San Francisco to look for my son. He was in the army, and he
came back here, and we haven’t heard from him since.”
His eyes glistened. The man in the black shirt looked straight at him, face
unchanged.
“I am sorry for that. I myself have a little boy.”
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Harold’s eyes dodged around the table. The other men still looked puzzled. He
started to look down.
“I don’t really know what it is that you do, but I do know that you may know
some people.”
“I’m not sure what you mean by that.”
“I just was wondering if I could…”
The man in the black shirt sat motionless, his face still puzzled. Harold knew what
a request like this could cost him. If this man was who he thought he was, this could
mean everything. He was turning red.
“Could I ask you a favor?”
The man in the black shirt looked at one of the other men at the table
questioningly.
“I suppose, but I’m not sure if I’ll be able to do it.”
“You’re a family man.”
“Yes.”
“If you could please keep an eye out for my boy, I would really appreciate it.”
Harold pulled a photograph out of his pocket and set it down on the table in front
of him.
“His name is Charlie Hus. He was in the army. We don’t know where he is. I’ve
looked all over the city, and I can’t,” his voice thickened, “find him.”
The light jazz filled the air around them for a moment. The man in the black
shirt’s face softened imperceptibly.
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“I can make no promises, but I, and my associates,” the man in the black shirt
gestured to the other men at the table, “can keep our eyes out for him. If we see him, we
will let you know.”
“I can pay you,” said Harold, “or, give you a gift, or something.”
His bloodshot eyes looked straight into the man in the black shirt’s black pupils.
Several beads of sweat slide down the side of his red face.
“I just need your phone number to call you if we find anything.”
The man in the black shirt gestured to the maitre d’. The waiter arrived with their
food.
“Give Mr. Hus my steak, and get me another,” said the man in the black shirt.
The waiter set a plate in front of Harold. The steak was thick.
“Thank you,” Harold said, “you don’t know...”
“I think I might, Mr. Hus.”
Harold looked down at the thick steak and back up.
“Go ahead, Mr. Hus,” said the man in the black shirt, smiling, “we’ll eat when our
food comes.”
Harold felt a tension release, momentarily. Something deep relaxed a little, but it
did not go away. He watched the men in suits. They all waited for him to start eating. He
cut a piece off the steak and tasted it. He nodded his head as he chewed. The steak was
bloody but good. As he ate the rest of his steak, the man in the black shirt told him a story
about a man who had died in the woods looking for a little boy who had gotten lost and
fallen asleep inside a cave.
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Here
After Charlie checked his mailbox downstairs by the main door, he stepped out of
his apartment building into the crisp morning air. The other residents of the apartment
buildings on his street were also going to work. A small crowd formed at the bus stop.
Men, wearing jeans and work shirts, and women, wearing dresses, jeans, and work shirts,
some carrying pails, some carrying sacks. They all waited together. Charlie knew most of
their faces, but he knew only a few of their names. He had picked them up from
conversations he’d heard while walking down the street, standing at this bus stop, or
going to a block party. He saw his neighbor Mr. Jacobs. Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs had
introduced themselves and invited him over to eat fried chicken and mashed potatoes one
Sunday not long after he’d moved in. She checked in on him from time to time to make
sure he was talking care of himself.
Mr. Jacobs stood silently like most of the crowd. Mrs. Jacobs couldn’t work any
more, so she stayed home all day. He glanced around and made eye contact with Charlie.
Charlie smiled, and they nodded at each other. They had invited Charlie over for supper
again tonight. Mrs. Jacobs had said to come by any time.
He continued to look around the crowd until he saw Mr. Kenswick. He stood near
him, almost within reaching distance. The Kenswicks lived on the third floor in
Apartment 3E, and he lived in an apartment on the fifth floor. He hadn’t told them yet.
Mr. Kenswick was staring down the street. Charlie watched his face, his eyes as he stared
blankly at the cityscape. Charlie said nothing. He knew what he was thinking about.
Today was Bill’s birthday, and they still didn’t know what had happened to him. He had
to tell them today.
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Charlie turned his head and watched the road for the bus. He and Mr. Jacobs had
sat down once and played cards in Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs’s apartment. Mr. Jacobs had
asked him about his family while Mrs. Jacobs folded laundry in the bedroom. Charlie had
told them that they lived in Iowa, they were farmers, and that they were doing fine.
“You think they’ll be able to come by and see you?” asked Mr. Jacobs.
“No, probably not.”
The bus pulled up to the stop with a hiss, and its doors opened. A small group of
nightshift workers got off the bus. They must have finished early, coming home before
the next shift arrived. The crowd slowly got on the bus, paying their fares and sitting
down. He watched Mr. Kenswick board the bus. Maybe if he could make himself stand or
sit next to him, he could introduce himself. Maybe. However, he had to stand and hold on
to the metal bar. Mr. Kenswick sat in the aisle seat in front of him to the left. The bus
slowly pulled away from the curve. He saw a man run up to the bus stop too late for the
bus and watched him as he ran down a street, maybe trying to catch another bus a few
blocks away. Charlie turned his head forward.
The bus smoothly rolled from stop to stop as the residents got off and the bus took
on new passengers. Mr. Kenswick always got off five stops before Charlie near the
hardware store where Mr. Kenswick worked. He watched him walk around the other
people on the bus and climb down the stairs. His chance would come at the end of the
day. Charlie finally got off at his stop, close to downtown though not in the dead center.
He walked the extra block to the department store where he worked. When he got
there, he walked around the store, through an alley, full of trash bags, a man, not a vet,
sleeping in a box next to a dumpster, to the back where they unloaded the new shipments.
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This was the flagship store for the city, receiving clothes, cosmetics, toys in large
shipments on trucks. Charlie worked in the back where they unloaded the shipments and
unpacked the boxes, placing the various merchandise in an area where the staff in the
actual store would come back and collect them to place them out in the store itself. The
unloading crew was comprised of only four or five guys, including Adam, the supervisor.
When Charlie walked up the dock, Adam was already there with two other crew
members. Guys he only barely knew. They were waiting for the first shipment to come
in. He walked past them and punched-in at the old timecard machine. He pulled the lever
down and heard the metallic chunk as the time was printed on the card. He was seven
minutes early. Eleven hours, seven minutes until quitting time. He walked over and
joined Adam and the other workers.
One of the guys was telling a story about his neighbor’s kids.
“They kept banging the ball against the wall, so I banged back on the wall and
told them to shut up. And, you know what?”
“What?”
“They actually did. Can’t quite figure it out, but the kids actually stopped.”
“Huh. Did they do it again later?”
“No, that’s just it. They were as quiet as if they were asleep. Still can’t quite
figure it out, but I guess I must’ve scared them or something, ‘cause I’ve never heard kids
do that before.”
“My neighbors upstairs shout about something or other sometimes,” said Adam.
“I can’t ever hear what they’re saying, so they’re never really too loud. Their kids run
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around like they’re racing or something. I tried banging on the ceiling once, but that
didn’t do anything.”
“I can’t believe that kids would actually quiet down. I wouldn’t’ve done that
when I was their age. I would’ve kept throwing the ball against the wall until someone
would’ve come and stopped me.”
“Anybody in your building shout, Charlie?” asked the other guy.
“Yeah,” said the first guy, “they probably do, since Charlie’s so quiet they
probably don’t even know anyone’s living there.”
They laughed, and Charlie smiled.
“No,” Charlie said, “nobody yells in my building.” He remembered walking past
the Kenswicks’s door two months ago and hearing their neighbors in 3A. “At least, not
near me.”
“Consider yourself blessed,” said Adam who then whistled at the few men
straggling into the loading area. “Get moving, we ain’t got the whole morning to wait for
you drop-outs.”
Charlie stared out at the small yard where the truck would be in a matter of
minutes. The work wasn’t hard, but it was tiring. He hadn’t been working here the entire
time he had been in the city, but this was the job he’d been at the longest. He had worked
at a couple of different places when he got here, but he felt like he fit the best here. He
thought it was something about how Adam ran the show. He felt comfortable at the
loading dock. He hadn’t expected to fit. He’d heard so many others say they didn’t, seen
them wandering the streets in wheelchairs or on foot, wearing their fatigues. Sometimes
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he wondered what had happened to the members of his company, his squad, where they’d
ended up. He hadn’t kept in touch.
He hadn’t told them where he was going when he’d left them in San Francisco
and made the cross country drive to D.C. stopping in various places to sleep in motels or
to eat at restaurants. When he got into town, he shopped for apartments and jobs, finding
a smaller, older apartment and a job working as a clerk in a pharmacy. He eventually left
that job for another after one month and that apartment for the one he now had after a
month-and-a-half. He felt lucky getting into the same building as them. He thought he
would only be able to live on their street. He found this job by walking into the
department store to buy a present for his mother, maybe something small to mail to her
and let her know where he was and that he was okay, but instead he mentioned needing a
job to a clerk and had been directed to Adam. He never got his mother a gift. He hadn’t
known why at the time. The interview for the loading job had only consisted of two
questions: Can you work from 7-6? Can you start tomorrow?
The first truck of the day was pulling up.
Adam was waving the driver back. Adam said they didn’t need him to do that, but
sometimes extra help is good. Can’t do any harm to them. Once the truck was pulled up
all the way, Charlie and one of the guys unlocked the back, lifting the door and grabbing
the first two stacks of boxes with dollies. The drivers never helped them unload; the
management said it was faster for them to unload everything while the truck ran. They
said they could get more trucks in and out that way. Charlie and two of the guys were
rapidly moving piles of boxes to the back of the bay near the unloading tables where
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Adam and the other two guys opened and unloaded the boxes. They had the truck empty
in a few minutes.
Charlie tried to focus on the present moment when he worked, zoning in on the
work. He’d learned to do this during boot camp whenever Drill Sergeant told them to step
higher, scale faster, bolt quicker, quit being a bunch of girls. The more he focused, the
more instinctively he understood the movements of disassembling and cleaning a gun, the
longer he could run through the underbrush, the more easily he could avoid feeling the
gut-plunge from AK-47 rounds landing next to his head. During one assault on a bunker,
he had been able to stay awake for two days straight, standing, running, crouching,
crawling, shooting. When they’d finished, he’d lain down and passed out and was kicked
awake by the Lieutenant an hour later.
The first set of boxes had nearly been unloaded and their contents carried into the
store when the second truck arrived. They were ordinary items, things people needed or
wanted every day. During the winter they unloaded more toys and luxury items. He never
felt like he could go in the store, go some place so full of the ordinary, so full of home.
He could put them in the stock room, but he never stepped into the store. He shopped at
smaller stores, despite his employee discount. They unloaded the second truck the same
as the first while the third truck waited around the corner. Charlie glanced at the clock:
ten hours, fifteen minutes.
“We gonna get a break, man?” asked one of the guys.
“We’re not gonna finish unloading today. We’ve got at least seven more trucks
coming today,” replied Adam. “Starting today, they’re routing everything through us now
for the whole city. The other stores will have small trucks come by and get their boxes.”
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“What? Since when?”
“Since I told you two weeks ago. They’re cutting jobs in shipping now.”
“They can’t do that; we’re the backbone.”
“I think we’re actually the mouth,” said Charlie as he rolled a large box marked
“T-Bears” next to several others. “We take in all the stuff and chew it up for the rest of
the store.”
There was a pause in the conversation.
“That’s way too on the nose, man.”
“Either way,” said Adam, “no breaks until we get these boxes moved and all
unpacked.”
One the guys next to Charlie mumbled, “That means no breaks, ever.”
The big trucks came all morning. Coming and going as the clock counted down to
the end of the day. When the last big truck left, the dock was nearly full of boxes.
“Good luck sorting this out.”
“We’ll have to make do.”
They began to sift through the boxes and clustered them together by location.
Some of the guys tried to take a lunch break. Adam yelled at them.
“Not today, eat on your feet.”
Noon: six hours. Charlie hadn’t eaten his lunch yet. He often went down the street
and bought something from a small diner for lunch. He remembered Adam telling them
about the rerouting but hadn’t remembered this morning. He would wait until supper to
eat. He had waited all day to eat whenever they went on long marches. Usually, the
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Lieutenant had told them to bring some sort of rations with them on these marches but
not always.
The yard sat empty for a while as the men emptied the boxes for the main store
and put the merchandise in the storage room. The shadow of the building was getting
closer to the doors to the loading dock. Charlie finished unpacking a shipping box, picked
up a stack of frying pans in boxes, and carried them through the doors into the storage
room. He looked at the brand: the same his mom used when she fried bacon and eggs and
sausage in the mornings. His mouth watered as he set them on a shelf in the kitchenwares
section next to a stack of saucepan boxes. He walked back to his spot at the table. Some
of the other men tried to slow down, conserve their energy. He never did. His father had
told him that any work can be satisfying if you do it with all you’ve got. He slit open
another box and started to unpack it. He wished he could talk to him, ask for his help. But
he couldn’t, not until Bill got to talk to his dad.
They continued to unload boxes until the first of the smaller trucks arrived. Adam
waved him in, and Charlie and the same guy as before opened the back of the truck.
Because the truck was shorter than the semis, they had to put everything into the truck by
hand. While two of the guys rolled the boxes closer to the door, Adam, Charlie, and the
other two put the boxes into the truck. When they finished loading it, two of the guys
closed the door and latched it, and one of them slapped the roof twice. It would become
their new routine.
It was getting warm, so they all began to roll up their sleeves. Adam didn’t let
them take off their shirts or unbutton them, even in the summer. He like them to keep
them tucked in, if possible. He said they had to have some sense of decency even if it was
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hot outside. Charlie didn’t usually mind. The city had a wet, familiar heat in the summer.
During the War, when the jungle humidity had mixed with the heat and had made them
sweat-through everything, they had also rolled up their sleeves or unbuttoned their
jackets or worn short sleeves or worn t-shirts. There were uniforms, but the Lieutenant
didn’t care what you wore as long as you blended in with the ground or the trees. One of
the guys in their platoon joked about going out naked with green and brown paint all over
his body. The Lieutenant laughed and told him he at least had to wear boots. Bill had said
that was stupid. You could get bit by a snake or get stabbed by a stick.
“You wouldn’t want to do that to your family,” said Bill. “There’s already enough
out here that’ll kill you; no need to make yourself any more vulnerable.”
“That’d probably make the news,” said one of the guys, laughing. “‘Naked
Soldier KIA by Stick.’”
“I think he was joking, Bill,” said Charlie.
“Yeah, I still think it’s stupid.”
Charlie had met Bill on the plane over. He was from South Carolina. They had
talked about high school, boot camp, the war. They ended up in the same company. Word
quickly got around that they both had joined the army and not been drafted like most of
the other guys in their company.
“Why’d you go on and do that?” asked one of the guys during breakfast.
“You’d be better off eating than talking, Private,” said the Lieutenant. “We’ve got
to check out a settlement two-and-a-half klicks out and be back here by noon.”
“Yes, sir.”
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He tried to ask them later while they were marching by walking up next to them
and whispering. Bill shushed him and kept moving. When he tried again the Lieutenant
came over, shoved him to the dirt, and told him to keep his mouth shut or he’d get them
all shot. He had never asked them again, not even when they had played poker that
afternoon back at base.
Charlie couldn’t play poker anymore. Every hand, every bet, fold, check had a
memory. He knew he would never make it through a game. Some of the guys at the
loading dock talked about their poker nights, but none of them had invited him after he
declined the first couple of times. They had told him to just show up if he ever wanted to.
The boxes were emptying little by little.
“We gonna finish this today, Adam?” asked one of the guys.
“Not looking like it,” he said. “We’ll just have to work double-time tomorrow
morning before the trucks come. They still need everything in the store as soon as
possible.”
Charlie continued to cut boxes. Four hours, ten minutes. He hadn’t been part of it,
but he’d watched them unload the supply pallets of food, ammunition, shovels, and
incendiaries. Things they needed, ordinary things. He worked in the kitchen a lot, so he
was usually there or doing something when the chopper came. Bill worked with the crew
sometimes; it depended on who was close to the pad when the helicopter dropped
everything off.
Sometimes the mail came in with a pallet, letters from home, small packages.
Everyone got mail but Bill. No one ever asked him why.
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Whenever they went on patrol, Bill and Charlie carried assault rifles. There were
some who opted for shotguns, a couple of heavy machine gunners, and two who were
trained to use a flamethrower, but most of them had rifles. Rifles felt familiar to him,
even though they were nothing like the ones he’d used at shooting competitions as a kid.
During an engagement, their weapons determined what they did, what their role was in
the war. A machine gunner wasn’t going to charge forward like Charlie and Bill had.
Once during a march, one of the guys at the front of the platoon had signaled to
the Lieutenant who then told them all to get down and watch out. Charlie lay down and
watched from his crouch as the scout near the front walked over to the Lieutenant with
someone who wasn’t from their platoon. His face was painted, and he had branches
attached to his shoulders and helmet. He gestured ahead of them, west, and south when
he spoke to the Lieutenant.
After a minute or two, the soldier left and disappeared into the forest, and the
Lieutenant radioed in to base. When he finished, they were ordered to get up and started
marching northwest. Later that day they ambushed a group of Viet-Cong.
That night, Charlie asked Bill if he’d seen the sniper.
“Yeah.”
“They’re kind of spooky. I couldn’t see him after we passed where he came up on
us.”
“I could. He had a spotter with him. They were only a few feet off the road.”
“I wonder why I didn’t see him if he was that close.”
“He might have closed his eyes when you passed. He had them open when I
passed.”
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Bill paused.
“And he winked at me,” Bill said.
Charlie furrowed his brow.
“Winked at you?”
“Yeah.”
“That’s weird.”
“Yeah.”
Bill told the story later to the squad, who also thought that was weird. The
Lieutenant had overheard and had told them that was typical. Snipers were a different
breed. Charlie didn’t see another sniper for the rest of the war, though he had wondered
how many he had walked past without knowing it. He wondered how many he still
passed on the way to the loading dock each day. How many were still disappearing, into
the concrete and glass of the city? What they were doing now, a different breed? What
would Bill have done had he made it back?
The smaller trucks were coming more frequently, now; one of them having to
make three trips to get all of the boxes for its store. By the middle of the afternoon, two
hours, thirty minutes, they had distributed most of the boxes for the other stores, but they
had only finished half of the boxes for their store. Charlie was sure this would be the way
it would be from now on, catching up on boxes for the main store while distributing to
the others. He would have to bring his lunch every day from now on.
The talking had subsided a little after one of the guys had started to complain and
Adam had told him to quiet down. This was the way it was going to be, so complaining
about it wasn’t going to do any good.
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When six o’clock finally rolled around, they were still working on boxes. Adam
told them to quit after the box they were working on. Adam rolled down the heavy steel
doors.
“See you tomorrow,” he said as he shut the door and locked it from the inside.
They all left in a clump, dispersing as they turned towards home or came to their
bus stops. Charlie was alone when he got to his. A small crowd was forming around it.
He recognized some of them, but not others. This group wasn’t always the same. Charlie
didn’t know why.
The bus came, and everyone got on. He stood again, holding onto the metal bar.
He looked out the window at the buildings as they passed. They passed through the same
stops as before in reverse and picked up more and more familiar faces until he knew
many of the faces on the bus. Mr. Kenswick worked a different shift than Charlie, so he
never rode the bus back with him. Neither did Mr. Jacobs.
When the bus arrived at their stop, he and some of the same people from the
morning got off. He walked directly to his apartment building and quickly ascended the
stairs. He stopped on the 3rd floor landing and watched the door for a while. Just like
before, except further away from their front door, he stood waiting for the impetus, the
push. Maybe to see them coming out of the door to go somewhere or for someone else to
come up the stairs and go inside, but no one went in or out the door. He waited a little
while longer and then went upstairs to his apartment.
He shut the door and stood facing the opposite wall. He was breathing heavily.
Not again. Not another silent day. He stepped over to the window and stared out at the
sunset sky, fading from red to blue to purple to black. Bill was dead. Bill was silent. He
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had died in Vietnam a month before they had been pulled out. The platoon was marching
to get in position for an assault when they were ambushed. Several men were killed
before they all found cover. Bill tried to move from a bush to a rise in the ground and had
been hit in the chest by machine gun fire. Charlie had been following him and grabbed
him by the shoulders and dragged him to the rise.
“Charlie,” Bill said, “my parents don’t know I’m here.”
“What?”
“I never told them that I joined.” He inhaled sharply.
Charlie put his hand on his shoulder.
“And you’re gonna tell ‘em. We’re gonna get you to the medic tent, and you’re
gonna have some wicked scars, and you’re gonna get the Purple Heart, and you’re gonna
go home and tell ‘em about ‘Nam and how you got shot and pulled through.”
“Tell them I was here. Tell them what I did.”
“I’ll go with you, but I won’t tell ‘em. You’re gonna have to do it.”
“You’ve got to. You’ve got to.”
“Okay, I’ll tell ‘em, Bill, but you gotta stop talkin’ and save your strength for
healin’ up later.”
Charlie raised his head a little and shot.
Bill bled out as he lay on the rise.
Charlie carried Bill’s body to the truck and rode with it back to base. He looked at
the blanket covering his body. He would do what Bill asked; he would tell them. He
requested that he be allowed to deliver the news to Bill’s parents, telling the Colonel
about what Bill had said and how it wouldn’t be right for someone who didn’t know Bill
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to give his parents the notice. He was given the permission and the notice, sealed in an
envelope with Bill’s parent’s name and address.
He carried the notice in his pocket on the plane back to the States. He kept it in
his pocket when he drove across the country. He held it in his hand when he came to the
door to Apartment 3E, but he couldn’t give it to them. He couldn’t even knock. He stood
there in front of the door for half-an-hour, trying to move, trying to speak. Waiting for the
push. He left and came back the next day, but when he got there, he still couldn’t. He
kept trying, standing, waiting, nothing. The time he waited diminished until the note sat
on the table and didn’t move. The last time he had tried was two months ago, and four
months the time before that.
Now Charlie looked at the envelope sitting on the table next to the window two
floors above the Kenswicks. He screamed and pounded his fist against the wall.
Something inside him died the moment he stepped up to their door or even saw Mr. or
Mrs. Kenswick. He was paralyzed. The first couple times he thought it was nerves, but as
time passed the weight of each failure, each paralysis hung over him, weighed on him,
the increase in time put more pressure on him to do what he had promised, and he
crumbled even more each time under that weight. He’d thought for a time about leaving
the note under the door or actually mailing it to them after scribbling through their
address, printing “Wrong Address” on it, and writing in the same address off to the side
in red ink. But that wasn’t what Bill had asked him to do. He had to tell them, no one
else. And it was his fault if they were never told. He couldn’t go home first, allow himself
to lose track of it or maybe even forget that he had to do this, couldn’t find rest before his
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friend did. He couldn’t disrespect Bill like that. So he couldn’t stop trying until he did it,
couldn’t go home until he had done it.
He put his hands behind his head. The Kenwicks might hate Bill, hate him, hate
the war, but that didn’t matter. He had already spent so many nights and days hating the
same things, hoping that somehow that would help push him. When he had forgiven it all
eight months ago, he still hadn’t been able to move, though he finally had slept, had
found some peace, despite the weight.
Mrs. Jacobs had noticed the change one night, months ago, not long after he
forgave Bill, the war, himself, when the Jacobs had invited him over for supper.
“Charlie, how are you doing?” she asked, mixing a bowl of salad.
“Fine,” he said.
“Oh, well, I believe you now.”
“You didn’t believe me before?”
“No, there was something never right in you. There was something never settled.
Now you seem right,” she paused and looked at him closely, “even if you don’t seem
settled.”
“You do seem to be doing better,” said Mr. Jacobs.
“Well, work’s going well.”
“No, that’s not it,” said Mrs. Jacobs. “You’ve had that job for a while. No, it’s
something else.”
“Well,” said Charlie, “I’m not sure.”
“Oh, you don’t have to tell us anything if you don’t want to. I’m just glad you’re
doing better.”
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Charlie had sat there, fighting to keep it back, fighting to get it out.
Now, he looked back out the window at the sunset. He would keep looking for an
opening, some crack in the wall that would help him get through or someone who would
help him find that crack. He didn’t know when it would come, but he knew that it would.
He would find a place and a time when he would be able to open his mouth and tell the
Kenswicks what their son did, who he was. Until that day, he would continue to try. No
more waiting for tomorrow.
He glanced at the clock. He should probably shower before going over to the
Jacobs’s apartment even though that might make him a little late.
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